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FOREWORD

I would like to explain why the World Bank Group does research work,

and why it publishes it. We feel an obligation to look beyond the projects we

help to finance towards the whole resource allocation of an economy, and the

effectiveness of the use of those resources. Our major concern, in dealings with

member countries, is that all scarce resources, including capital, skilled labor,

enterprise and know-how, should be used to their best advantage. We want to

see policies that encourage appropriate increases in the supply of savings, whether

domestic or international. Finally, we are required by our Articles, as well as

by inclination, to use objective economic criteria in all our judgments.

These are our preoccupations, and these, one way or another, are the sub-

jects of most of our research work. Clearly, they are also the proper concern

of anyone who is interested in promoting development, and so we seek to make

our research papers widely available. In doing so, we have to take the risk of

being misunderstood. Although these studies are published by the Bank, the

views expressed and the methods explored should not necessarily be considered

to represent the Bank's views or policies. Rather they are offered as a modest

contribution to the great discussion on how to advance the economic develop-

ment of the underdeveloped world.
ROBERT S. MCNAMARA

President

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
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PREFACE

The study on the automotive industries is one of three case studies prepared
as part of a broader research project dealing with the experience of developing
countries with the establishment of capital goods industries, which was under
the direction of Barend A. de Vries. The case studies dealing with automotive,
heavy electrical and mechanical equipment industries were directed by Bertil
Walstedt. Herman van der Tak reviewed the studies in their later phase.

The industries selected for case studies play a strategic role in the more
advanced phases of industrial development. Their establishment takes up a
substantial share of investment and is, therefore, often accompanied by strains
on real and financial resources and poses difficult problems of domestic and
external economic policies. In addition, these industries produce many items
used in the construction of the kind of projects financed by the Bank.

The industry studies were designed to consider the following questions:

-What has been the experience thus far of the industry in countries with
relatively small markets?

-What are the economics of the industry in more advanced industrial
countries and what are the conditions of international markets for the
products concerned? What aspects are relevant for the growth of the
industries in the developing countries?
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-What are the costs and benefits of establishing these industries in develop-
ing countries? In particular, what is the cost of the saving of foreign ex-
change made possible by the industry ?

-What can be said about the efficiency of the industry, at present and over
time, and how is cost efficiency affected by such industrial factors as
economies of scale, availability of supplier capabilities, skilled manpower,
product design, access to new technology ?

-What has been the impact uponi the industry's cost efficiency of govern-
ment policies-protection, exchange and import regulatioll, requirements
as to domestic contenlt of production, credit, etc.-as well as of the struc-
ture and the extent of monopoly of domestic industry ?

-What general indicationis, if any, can be given on policies of developing
countries, as well as of industrialized counltries to foster the healthy
growth of the industry ?

-What contributions might reasonably be expected from large multi-
national firms in promoting manufacturinig in developing countries?

-What is the future outlook for the industries in an international context
anid what might be the marnufacturinig role of developing countries?

Because of the nature of the problems to be analyzed, heavy reliance had
to be placed on direct interviews with, and information provided by, manufac-
turing concerns in developinig countries and associated or parent firms in ad-
vanced industrial countries. In the case of the automotive industry visits to
developing countries were limited to Argentina and Yugoslavia, but interviews
with multiniational companies covered their operations in much of the develop-
ing world.

We are grateful to the various company representatives for their generous
and invaluable assistance. They have shown great interest in the studies, have
disctissed the problems of the industry with frankness and made available
information without which the sttidy could not have been undertaken. They
have supplied comments and criticisms on an earlier draft, permitting us to
test the validity of the analysis and the accuracy of the factual information
used.

The present study was carried out by Mr. Jack Baranson. His findings and
recommendations are based on field wor-k in Argentina, Yugoslavia and New
Zealand, supplemented by interviews with vehicle and parts manufacturers in
Europe and North America and documentation available in the Bank. The
author was also able to draw on his research work carried out prior to joining
the Bank and published as Manufacturing Problemns in India (Syracuse Uni-
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versity Press, 1967) and Technology for Developing Economies (Pergamon
Press, 1967). Mr. Sani El Darwish (of the International Finance Corpora-
tion) accompanied the author on his visits to several firms in Europe and
generously contributed his thorough knowledge and experience of the industry.
Mr. Hector Turay assisted in preparing the tables and charts that appear in
the study. There were also helpful criticisms and suggestions by automotive
vehicle manufacturers and by other experts both inside and outside the World
Bank Group. However, the author alone is responsible for the facts and
opinions presented, which should not be taken as necessarily representing the
views of the Bank.

ANDREW M. KAMARCK

Director
Economics Department
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I

INTRODUCTION

1. This study is concerned with the relative cost and efficiency of manufactur-
ing various types of transport equipmenit under the conditions that prevail in
newly industrializinig economies. An effort has been made to obtain a broad

view of commercial strategies and operational models which could be applied

to such countries. The study also provides a framework which could be used

for economic analysis of indulstrial projects in other economic sectors.'

2. Field work was carried out in some developing countries and among the
major manufacturers in Europe and North America. The author spent a
month in Argentina in late 1965 and visited Yugoslavia briefly in late 1966.
Cost data were obtained from India through correspondenice with vehicle
manufacturers there. In Argentinia, both governnmenit and corporate officials
were interviewed to get a balanced view of the impact of industrialization
policies upon manufacturing operations. Each of the major firms in Argentina
prepared a written response to an outline questionnaire. These written reports

were supplemented by a series of interviews with the plant managers. A simi-

lar procedure was followed in Yugoslavia. Interviews with international firms

were based upon an outlinle questionnaire which was distributed beforehand.

1 See the sector analysis on steel, automotive, and pulp and paper industries in

Chapter 5, The World Bank Report on the NAew Zealand Economy 1968, Government

Printer (Wellington, N.Z.).



More than 50 vehicle and parts matnufacturers were visited in late 1966. Talks
were held mainly with corporate executives concernied both with the financial
and with the technical aspects of overseas manufacturing operations in develop-
ing countries. Finally, the autlhor visited New, Zealand in 1968 as a member
of the World Bank mission.

3. The problem of the relative cost and efficiency of manufacturinig industries
in developing areas has received growing attentionl in recent years. Several
studies are now underwvay or near-inig completion, especially those headed by
I. M. D. Little at the O.E.C.D. and Nuffield College on industrialization, by
Joseph Grunwald and Martin Carney at the Brookings Institution on com-
parative production costs, and by Bela Balassa at the World 13ank oni the
structure of effective tariff levels in several countries. Important vork in the
field has also been done by David Felix of Washington University and Stephen
Lewis's group at Williams College on the effects of import substitution. Two
published studies on the automotive industry (both doctoral theses from the
Harvard Graduate School of BLusiniess Administration) also have special
relevance to this study. One is by Guillermo S. Edelberg, The Procurement
Practices of the Mexican Affiliates of Selected United States Automobile Firm
(June 1963); and the other is by Sebastiaan J. Kleu, Import Substitution in
the South African Automobile Industry (Junre 1967). Many of the issues
covered in this study were considered at a Seminar on the Establishment and
Development of the Automotive Industry in Developing Countries, sponsored
by the United Nations Industrial Development Organizationi in Karlovy Vary,
Czechoslovakia, 24 February-7 MI/larch 1969. See also the comprehelnsive study
by the Argentine Economic Study Commissioni on1 the Automotive Industry,
Factors that Distort the Establishlcnt of Costs in the Argentine Automnotive
Industry (draft manuscript, Buenos Aires, December 1968).

FOCUS OF STUDY

4. Specifically, this study concenitrates on1 the followinig aspects of automotive
sector development: (a) the comparative costs of production, (b) the adapta-
tion problems of manufacturing affiliates, and (c) the impact of economic
policy upon market structure. It became evident in the early stages of investiga-
tion that the role of international corporationis had been vital in the historical
development of the autolmlotivc industries and were essential to future change.
This was particularly true for national economiiies that had exhausted growth
opportun1ities based upoI import substituitioni in domestic markets and were
now anxious to reduce resource costs and possibly expand output for world
markets. It is for this reason that the marketing and manufacturing strategies
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of international corporations and their adjustment problems in developing

economies have been examined in depth.

5. One of the conclusionis that emerges from the study is that sound eco-

nomic and commercial policy is as important to industrial progress as is success

in overcoming critical shortages or deficiencies in financial resources, produc-

tion factors, managerial and enginieerinig skills, and supplier capabilities. A

corollary to this conclusion is that the pattern generally followed by develop-

ing economies in establishing their automotive industries needs critical scrutiny.

6. For countries that have already established an automotive industry, pos-

sible new patterns of manufacturinig and trade are suggested. For countries

about to establish an automotive industry, the increased costs of import substi-

tution in terms of internal resources and foreign exchange are indicated. T he

analysis probes beyond the conventionial framework of cost and feasibility at

the plant level, to try to assess the impact of market structure upoIl the effi-

ciency of resource utilization. The cost analysis and recommendationis for

reorganizing the automotive industry should have application to other indus-

trial sectors too.

PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS

7. Most of the empirical evidence presenited in this study should not be taken

as conclusive proof of a general principle. To begin with, there is a very wide

range of conditions and circumstances among plants, product mixes, and na-

tional environments, compared to the narrow base that could be surveyed with

the time and resources available. Field work in developing counltries was

limited to Argentina and Yugoslavia. The substanitial experience of Japanese

firms in developing countries has not been covered. Secondly, the automotive

industry covers a great variety of vehicles ranging from small passenger cars

to heavy commercial trucks. There are often considerable differences in engi-

neering sophistication and in volume requirements which affect the economies

of production by world standards. Automotive vehicle production is also often

integrated with the manufacture of railroad and tractor equipment or lighter

vehicles such as inotorcycles-products generally excluded from this study,

although incidental reference is made to them where relevant. Thirdly, the

intricacies of cost analysis limit the conclusiveness of evidence.

8. Obtaining a satisfactory set of comprehensive cost data was a major prob-

lem. Fortunately a very fine set of data was finally obtained from an American

manufacturer which compared actual productioni costs in Argentina, Brazil,

3'



and Mexico to costs for a comparable vehicle maniufactured and assembled in
the United States. Costs were broken downi for each of the four countries:
(a) by cost inputs, i.e. labor, material, and other categories, (b) by successive
stages of domestic content (from assembly through body stamping), and (c) by
actual resource cost and transfer costs (taxes and tariffs). 3ut only one set of
such data was obtained.

9. Several other complexities are (lescribed in the chapter on cost comparisons.
Among the more prominienit are the distorting effect upoin cost comparisons of
an overvalued exchange rate and of indirect tariff and tax charges that are
often difficult to trace and attribute accurately. (The calculation of additional
resource costs to arrive at dlomestic value added is necessary to determille actual
or projected protection requiled.) Nor has it alwvays been possible to dis-
tinguislh among cost incr-eases induced by disproportionately high protectionist
profits, learninlg curve effects, technical inefficienicies caused by differences in
scale or productivity, and the distorting effects of price structure referred to
above. Definitive appraisal of levels of efficiency, currenit ai(I prospective,
would require more precise wveighting of each of these elemenits.

10. The economic, commercial, and technical factors involved in vehicle
productioni and national resource utilizationi are entangled. Thus at least three
sets of decision makers are involved in policies which affect the cost and
efficiency of production. These inclu(le: governmlenital authorities issuinrg indus-
trial licenses, controlling imports, and in other wvays affecting price and market
structure; interniationial firms concernied withl maximiiizinig interniatiornal profits;
and manufacturinig affiliates in the developinig economy wvhose profits are
realized in a protected and controlled economy.

11. It is not easy to isolate the effects of different nationial policies and
measures which constrict the economics of manIufactturing. The evidence in
Argentinia and Yugoslavia in particular indicates that the economics of manu-
facturinig is meshed with broader nationial policies for investmelnt in transport
and with tax policy intenlded to influence the private consumptioni of automo-
tive products. In Japan, it is evident that the industry was moulded by natiolnal
policies designed to discourage the consumiiptioni and production of private
passenger cars, to favor instead the malnufacture of commercial trucks, and
thereby also to defer investments in road in favor of rail transport systems. 2

2 See Katsuji Kavamata, "The Automobile Industry and Current Problems,"
Keidanren Review, Vol. 2, No. 7 (Japan, 1967), pp. 29-37; and "Japan: Special Survey:
2," The Economist (June 9, 1967), pp. xxi-xxii. See also para. 148.
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12. The analysis in this study develops what economists would call a "second-

best" solution. The study starts with the question, given a determination to

develop an automotive industry, how may sector efficiency be maximized at

successive levels of resource commitmiienit? Stated another way, manufacturing

and marketing strategies are sought which should permit the industry to

operate in the range of maximumri comparative advantage. The study does not

deal with the question of total costs of automiiobile consumiiptiol, which may

include investments in roads and fuel imports, nor with the even broader issue

of social investment in alternative means of transport. Nor does it deal with

the question of the alternative use of economic resources in other sectors or

activities. For example, in the chapter on Argentina, the question is not

whether the econonmy should concenitrate on beef production and eliminate the

automotive industry entirely. It is rather what are the limits of import substi-

tUtion1 in Argentina's autonmotive sector, and how can production be restruc-

tured or rationalized so as to reduce resource costs for a given volumle or inter-

national value of butput in automotive products?

OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS

13. Chapter II analyzes the quanititative aspects of supply and demand in

automotive products by developing economies viewved in the world context.

Chapter III analyzes recent changes in the market structure of developing

economies and the problems incurred by interniationial firms in adapting to the

described changes. Chapter IV analyzes the relevant characteristics of auto-

motive products and productionl techniques and( the problems pose<l in estab-

lishing manufacturing affiliates in newly industrializing or small-scale econ-

omies. The heart of the analysis is contained in Chapter V on comparative

costs. It demonstrates that inefficienicy in automiiotive productioll is largely due

to the inefficiency of small-scale production of componenits and parts, and that

average total costs increase proportionally to the disecononmies of scale imposed

by the domestic contenit requirement.

14. Chapters VI, VII, and VIII are counitry studies on Argentina, Yugo-

slavia, and New Zealand. Argentina provides a classic case of the adverse

effects of import substitutioll policies pursued to a degree which results in

progressive incr-eases in resource costs and an unmllanageable foreign exchange

burden. Yugoslavia is interestinig as a newly ildustrializinig econonmy that has

itself become a transmiiitter of industrial technology in the automotive field and

is now experimentinig with programs to reorganlize and nationalize industry

5



along more efficient lines. New Zealand helps to demonstrate the effect of pro-
tection UpOn a small-scale economy that is otherwise "developed."

15. The last chapter contains conclusionis and recommendationis. It begins
with a critique of the effects of protection, moves on to an evaluation of pos-
sible changes in market structure to improve the economic efficiency of auto-
motive production, and ends wvith suggestions for further research.

6



II

WORLD DEMAND AND SUPPLY OF
CARS AND TRUCKS

16. Automotive products consist of a wide array of passenger cars, trucks,

and buses. Trucks range from light-weight pickups to multi-ton trailers, and

buses from small minibuses to large double-deckers used for urban and inter-

urban transport. Motorcycles, three-wheeled vehicles and farm tractors are

not included in this study, even though they are often manufactured or
marketed together with other automotive products, especially in developing
countries. For example, in Argentina, Fiat manufactures passenger cars, diesel

engines, farm tractors, and railroad equipment in a single industrial complex;
in Sahagun, Mexico, passenger cars, buses, trucks, diesel engines, and railroad
equipment are also manufactured in a single industrial complex. In analyzing

demand, a distinction needs to be drawn between vehicles purchased for com-

mercial use and for private consumption. On the production side, there are

considerable differences in the production scales and unit costs of the high-

volume production of passenger cars and light trucks and the much lower-

volume production of medium to heavy trucks, buses and other commercial

vehicles. Differences in volume requirements and engineering sophistication
have a bearing upon the potential comparative advantage range for developing

or small-scale economies.

17. In 1965, developing countries accounted for only a small fraction of

world production (about 4 percent) and consumnption (about 6 percent) of

7



automotive vehicles. The United States accounted for 44 percent of world
productioni and 46 percent of world consumiiiptioni of passenger cars and trucks.
Five other countries (Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan, France, and
Italy) manufactured another 39 percenit and consumed 27 percent of the
world totals. 'I'his left about 17 percent produced and 27 percent consumed
in all other counitries of the world. About half of the 25 million vehicles manu-
factured in 1965 went to replace old cars, and half to meet increased demand.
It appears that most of the replacement purchases were in the developed
countries; purchases in the developing countr-ies wvere to meet growing demand:

Produced, 1965 Consumed, 1965
United States 11 . I million (44.3%) 11 .5 (46.2%)
Germany, United Kingdom, Japan,

France, Italy 9.8 (39.1%) 7.0 (27.2%)
Developing countries 1.0 (4.0%) 1 5a (5.9%)
All other countries 3.3 (12.6%) 5.1 (20.7%)

Total 25.1 25.1

Author's estimate.
Source: McGraw-Hill, 1966 World Automotive Industry, and A.M.A., World Motor Vehicle

Data 1966. At the date of going to press in April 1969, neither authority had yet published
complete figures for 1967, let alone 1968. WVe have used 1965 figures because they are a com-
prehensive and compatible set, and because the study was based on the world position in
that year. 1965 was a peak year in world production.

WORLD DEMAND

18. There were over 170 millioni cars and trucks registered in non-
Communist countries as of january 1, 1966. About 12 percent were in the
developing countries and the remaining 88 percent in the industrialized coun-
tries. Vehicle population in developing countries has been growing at nearly
double the rate of that in industrialized economiiies during the past 15 years:

Average
Percent Annual

Vehicle Distri- Rate of
Registration bution Growth, %

1950 1966 1966 1950-66
Industrialized countries (USA,

Canada, Western Europe, and
Oceania) 56.1 152.3 88 6.2

Industrializing countries (Africa,
Asia,a and Latin America) 3.5 21.0 12 11.7

Total 59.6 173.3 100 6.9

Includes Japan; 6.8 million in 1966, or 4 percent of the total.
Source: Annex Table 2.
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19. Developing economies, relatively low in per capita income, have been

rapidly increasing their per capita consumptioni of vehicles. In 1965, Argen-

tina and Spain, among the developing economies, ranked high in vehicle

density:
Inhabitants

per
Country Vehicle

United States 2
New Zealand 3
Germany 6
Argentina 14
Japan 15
Spain 27
Mexico 38
Brazil 41
Yugoslavia 77
India 479

Source: Annex Table 3.

The prices of the most popular cars are much more in line wvith the purchasing

power of factory workers in Mexico thani they are in Argentinia or Brazil:

Most Popular Percent of Auto Worker's
Country Vehicle Annual Income Required

Italy Fiat 500 30
Germany Volkswagen 43
Mexico Volkswagen (Mexican) 63
Japan Toyota Corona 72
Brazil Volkswagen (Brazilian) 138
Argentina Fiat 1500 (Argentine) 233

Source: Annex Table 22.

WORLD PRODUCTION

20. World production of cars, trucks, and buses totaled 25.2 million in

1965-about 20.0 million passenger cars and 5.2 million trucks and buses

(Annex Table I ). For the major commercial vehicle producers of the world,

about 25 percent of output is in the six-ton-and-over class or medium-to-heavy

class.' Developing countries produced a larger share of trucks and buses than

of passenger car vehicles:

'Automobile Manufacturers Association, World Motor V/ehicle Data (1965); "Com-
mercial Vehicles, a Special Survey," The Economist (July 14, 1967); Dana Corpora-
tion, Automoti've Ne'ws, 1966 Almanac.



Production in 1965 (million units)
Passenger Trucks,

Cars Buses Total
Developed countries 18.9 4.3 23.1

(95.0%) (82.7%) (92.0%)
Communist countries 0.4 0.5 1.0

(2.0%) (9.6%) (4.0%)
Developing countries 0.6 0.4 1.0

(3.0%) (7.7%) (4.0%)

All countries 19.9 5.2 25.1
(100.0%) (100.0%) (100.0%)

Source: Annex Table 1.

21. Automotive production in industrialized economies is mainly in the hands
of large firms. 'I'his is especially true of high-volumne production of cars and
trucks. Two Americani firms accounlted for over a third of world production, 9
other firms for an additional third, and the remaining third wvas maniufactured
by over 300 companies located in 50 or more couLntries:

Number of Vlolume Range per Average Volume
Firms, 1965 Firm p.a., (Units) per Firm p.a.

2 3,100,000-5,700,000 4,400,000
9 500,000-1,600,000 856,000

14 200,000- 400,000 257,000
293 below 200,000 14,000

318 - 76,000

Source: Annex 'I'able 5.

22. Production volumes range between 100,000 and 1,500,000 per annum
among the 23 medium-size passenger car maniufacturers, and between 13,000
and 150,000 amonig the 42 medium-size truck and bus manufacturers. Four
firms in developing countries appeared in the rank listing of the 44 leading
truck manufacturers of the world: Willys of Brazil (32),? Citroen of Spain
(35), Industrias Kaiser of Argentina (37),2 and Tata Mercedes of India
(30).

23. In 1966, the 7 major producinig countries had 387 vehicle assembly lines
in 55 countries (Ann1ex Table 6), as compared to only 170 assembly lines in
42 counatries six years earlier. The Japanese (especially Toyota and Nissan)

2 Willys of Brazil is nowv an affiliate of Ford and Industrias Kaiser Argentina of
Renault.
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have been especially aggressive in this field; they increased overseas assembly
lines from 7 in 6 countries in 1962 to 49 lines in 22 countries in 1966. Euro-
pean producers (Sweden, West Germany, France, United Kingdom, and
Italy) exported one-half to one-third of their output, in contrast to the United
States which exported less than 2 percent and Japan which averaged just over
10 percent in 1965:

11 Vehicles
Exports as Percent

Country Production Exports of Production

Sweden 204,000 108,100 53.0
West Germany 3,055,700 1,527,300 50.0
France 1,581,600 613,000 38.8
United Kingdom 2,134,900 793,800 37.2
Italy 1,158,200 326,700 28.8
Canada 849,000 96,200 11.3
Japan 1,870,500 194,200 10.4
Australia 352,900 12,383 3.5
USA 11,112,000 167,700 1.5

Sources: McGraw-Hill, World Automotive Market Survey, 1966, Automobile Manufacturers
Association, Inc., World Motor Vehicle Data, 1965.

PRODUCTION IN DEVELOPING COUNTI'RIES

24. Among the developing counltries, the five leading producers in 1965 were
Spain, Argentinla, Brazil, Mexico and India. Together they accounted for
80 percent of the near one million vehicles manufactured and assembled in
varying degrees by developing economies. Another 83,500 vehicles were as-
sembled and partially manufactured in 18 other developing counitries, with
some countries turning out as few as 1,000 vehicles a year. At least 200 firms
in over 25 countries were engaged in vehicle production (Annex Table I).
Spain, Argentina, and Brazil have been increasing domestic product at particu-
larly high annual rates of growth:

Vehicles Annual Production
Manufactured, 1965 Growth Rate, 1955-65

(percent)
Japan 1,876,000 39
Argentina 195,000 35
Spain 229,000 29
Brazil 186,000 25
Germany 3,056,000 13
New Zealand 72,000 13
Mexico 97,000 12
India 70,000 9
United States 11,138,000 2

Source: Annex Table 7.
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25. Average production volumes of firmis accountinig for the large part of
output in developing economies are quite low by European and Japanese stand-
ards, to. say nothing of US volumes. These averages have special relevance for
economies of scale in the manlufacture of passenger cars and light trucks.
Averages cited in the table below include a small percentage of the heavier
vehicles, where economies of scale begin at a much lower threshold:

TABLE 1: Vehicle Production Volumes, European and Developing
Countries, 1965

Number of Firms Average
Accounting for 80-90% Units per

of National Production in 1965 Firm

Italy 1 988,000
West Germany 4 649,000
United Kingdom 4 498,000
France 4 383,000
Japan 8 211,000
Spain 3 60,000
Brazil 3 54,000
Argentina 6 28,000
Mexico 6 19,000
India 5 11,000
Venezuela 6 8,000
New Zealand 7 8,000

Source: McGraw-Hill, 1966 World Automotive Market Survey.
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III

ADAPTATION PROBLEMS OF
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATIONS

26. Since 1950, there has been a significant trend toward the manufacture
and assembly of automotive products by the developing countries to satisfy

their own needs, largely because of a desire to reduce imports. The spread of

production facilities throughout the world is dramatic. One major European

vehicle manufacturer has reported that about 94 percent of its export earnings
came from about 20 countries (mostly industrialized) ; the remaininlg 6 per-
cent was earned in over 100 countries (mostly developing areas). For most

international firms, corporate earnings from developing countries account for

only a small percentage of total earninlgs. But a manufacturing affiliate in a

developing country represents a sizable customer for components and parts

even for a large interniational firm.'

1 The value of sales of US overseas manufacturing subsidiaries was estimated at
$150 billion in 1966. Of this amount as much as $15 billion or more-out of $30 billion
total US exports in 1967-may represent the sales value of components, parts, and manu-
facturing equipment sold to overseas industrial affiliates (based upon an estimate that
11 percent of sales by Latin American affiliates represent imports from the United
States). See Judd Polk, US Exports and US Production Abroad, staff memo prepared
for the United States Council of the International Chamber of Commerce (August 11,
1967).
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CHANGES IN SUPPLY STRUCT URE
FOR MIARKETS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

27. International firms have gone through two phases in their market rela-
tions with developing countries, and are now entering a third phase in the
more advanced areas. Wlhere market conditionis warranted, assembly opera-
tions were undertakeni in selected couLntries by major manlufacturers following
World War I. General Motors built assembly plants in Argentina, Brazil and
India during the 1920's and in Egypt, Mexico and Spain during the 1930's.
But prior to World War II, international firms for the most part manufac-
tured autonmotive products in their home country and exported them to over-
seas markets. In the second phase, which began in the mid 50's, automotive
maniufacturers were forced by developing countr-ies either to expand local
manufacturinig or lose the domestic market. In the past year or twvo, foreign
firms have found themselves being urged into "Phase III." Certain developing
countries, such as Mexico and Yugoslavia, have been bargaining for cxport
capacities to be built into their maniufacturinig operations to help pay for coIl-
tinuing import requiremenits. In this they have in effect followed the lead of
Canada whose trade agreemenit with the United States has resulted in a sub-
stantial increase in Canadiani parts maniufacture for the US market (para.
134).

28. The requirenmenlt to develop overseas manufacturilng capacities has posed
some basic dilemmas for interniational firms. One dilemma stems from the
duplication of small-scale productioni facilities throughout the world at a time
when competitive conditionis and technology are movinig firms toward corporate
mergers and concenitrationi of production facilities. Among industrialized econ-
omies, rising wages and technological progress have forced corporate mergers
and the adoption of high-volume production techliques inl most parts of the
world. Yet at the same period of time, developinig coun1tries have insisted UpoIn

the creation of nationlal automotive industries requirinig small-scale assembly
and parts plants using labor-intenisive techniques. A second dilemma relates
to the need to redesign products and( techniques to meet specialized demanids
in small-scale markets. But the size of markets is often too small to warrant
the additional expenditures to adapt product designs or productioni techniques
and to amortize special tooling costs On low-volulime production ruins.

29. In adjusting to the demand for overseas manufacturilng and re-export as
a necessary conditioni for marketing in the hiost country, the inter-nationial firms
have had to increase their commitmiienits of financial and humllanl resources,
develop new capabilities for tranisplaniting industrial systems, and adjust their
attitude toward ownership and control of overseas affiliates. They have also
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been faced with the problem of developing local suppliers, providing technical
and managerial skills, and upgrading quality control systems to meet inter-
national standards. They have had to increase investments in the face of the
added risk and uncertainty of doing business in a developing country. Different
firms have met this challenge in different ways and with varying degrees of
success. Corporate response to these new conditionis has depended upon (a)
alternative investment and growth opportunities in traditional or home markets
and (b) willingness on the part of interniational firms to take risks and de-
velop new corporate capabilities to manufacture in difficult industrial en-
vironmenits.

CONDITIONS IN HOME MARKETS

30. Among European producers, many firms have felt a compelling need
to maintain production volumes through exports in order to keep unit costs
down. An inadequate domestic market coupled with low levels of protection
(the case of Volvo and Saab in Sweden) provides the strongest push into inter-
national markets. Passenger car manufacturers have felt the effects of com-
petition for some years now; it is only recently that the cost-profit squeeze
induced by increased competition has been felt by truck and tractor producers.
In Great Britain and France, a number of firms were unable to replace obso-
lete equipment and to finance the development of new models. They have been
taken over by more successful or by bigger companies. The trend toward
nationial and international mergers is part of the effort to reinforce competitive
positions at home and abroad. The major rationale for mergers is: (a) to
economize on joint production, distribution, and servicing facilities; (b) to
share research and development costs; and (c) to widen access to finanicial
resources. 2

31. Pricing in a particular market is based upon the market structure of
tariffs, taxes, and competition (not on production costs by international stand-
ards). An analysis by The Economist dramatizes this point (Annex Table 10).
A firm may cut profit margins and absorb additional distribution costs to just
above marginal costs in order to maintain production volumes at home and
thereby help pay for fixed costs. Thus, Volvo's cars in Germany in 1966 sold
for as little as 77 percent of the home country price and Fiats (1500) for

2 Rootes in Great Britain and Simca in France have merged with Chrysler. In the UK,
Leyland joined first with Standard-Triumph and then with Rover. B.M.C. took over
Jaguar, and finally Leyland took over the B.M.C. successor company to form a single
large-scale producing firm (B.L.M.H.). Fiat (Italy) now has some 15 percent of the
equity of Citroen (France), and Peugeot, Saviem and Renault have combined opera-
tions. In Sweden, Saab and Scania-Vabis have merged.
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82 percent. Protection has a pronounced influence in the opposite direction.
In Japan, American Mustangs sold for 3.2 times the US price, Fiats (1500)
for 1.8 times the Italian price. The indirect effects of protection are also indi-
cated in the set of pricing informationi provided by a French vehicle manu-
facturer (Table 2).

TABLE 2: Price Comparisons, Passenger Vehicles, France and Abroad, 1966

Firm's Domestic Price
Annual Content Indexa

Country Output (percent) (France = 1.0)

Belgi um 70,000 18-19 1.0
Spain 66,000 90-94 1.3
Algeria 8,000 19-23 1.3
Canada 5,500 22-23 1.5
Venezuela 2,600 30 1.6
Portugal 2,500 28-32 1.6
Ireland 2,000 15-20 1.6
South Africa 3,500 22-40 1.7
Argentina 24,000 97-99 2.0
Ivory Coast 2,500 16-18 2.0
Morocco 2,500 17-19 2.0
Madagascar 1,200 13-15 2.0
Brazil 15,000 100 2.3
Peru 1,200 10-14 3.0
Chile 600 45 4.0

Converted at official exchange rates, December, 1966.
Source: Figures furnished by a French manufacturer.

32. Tight capital markets and/or restrictions on private foreign investments
have inhibited many firms from making the financial investments in manufac-
turing facilities or distribution and servicing systems necessary to defend over-
seas markets. Interniationial firms encounter difficulties in financing overseas
investments because of structural constraints in capital markets, "inadequate"
corporate earnings, or restrictions imposed by the government as a result of
balance-of-paymenits problems or political ideology. In Germany, the govern-
menit supports overseas private investment through long-term capital loans,
supplier credits, investment guarantees, and deferred tax payments. In France,
limited guarantees of overseas investnmenits linked to exports were introduced
in April 1967. In Sweden, the government is opposed in principle to public
support of private overseas investmiienit. Balance-of-payments difficulties in the
United Kingdom have led to restrictions on private capital transfers outside
the developing countries in the sterling area. iMore recently even the United
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States has imposed restrictions on overseas investments for balance-of-payments
reasons.

33. Labor conditions in the home country are another factor which may in-
fluence willingness to locate productioni facilities abroad. Sweden and Germany
are short of industrial labor and have a mild interest in locating production
facilities where labor is more plentiful, provided the disadvantages of overseas
locations do not offset the labor advantage. Labor-surplus countries such as
Finland (7 percent of the labor force is employed in Sweden and elsewhere)
and Yugoslavia (large numbers are employed in Germany and Italy) have
an interest in the expansion of overseas operations which increase the demand
for export of industrial components and parts. For example, Valmet, a farm
implement manufacturer in Finlanld, now sells components and parts to its
assembling and manufacturing affiliates in Brazil and Portugal. Similarly a
Yugoslav automotive producer, Crvena Zastava, sells componcnits and parts
to Egypt, Indonesia, and India.

CORPORATE ATTITUDES TOWARD
OVERSEAS COMNIITMENTS

34. The development of an internationial viewpoint and commitment are
critical elements of success or failure in overseas ventures. Many firms, emi-
nently successful in home markets, have been bitterly disappoilted abroad.
Timing entry of a market is critical. Sufficienit resources and capable per-
sonnel must be committed to assure the success of the industrial transplant.
Smaller firms are less able to man overseas operations than large ones. 3 Some
firms have tried to pass off a second-rate product on developing counltries;
others have failed to devote sufficient resources and personniel for an effective
industrial transplant. In many cases, there has been an inbred orientation
toward production requirements rather than market opportunities. 4 A domi-
nant corporate attitude that is unreceptive to innovation is also a basic
hindrance.

5

3A Swedish manufacturer estimated that 17 people from the home office were needed
to run a truck manufacturing plant in Brazil, and recruiting for these critical positions
was very difficult (see also para. 53 ).

4 Many firms chose to give up overseas markets rather than disrupt the home opera-
tion. See, for example, reference to a British firm's attitudes in "British Motor Corpora-
tion: The Commercial Crunch," The Economist (November 26, 1966). See also Igor
Ansoff, Corporate Strategy: An Analytic Approach to Business Policy for Growth and
Expansion (New York, 1965), pp. 41, 104-108.

Richard N. Farmer and Barry M. Richman, Coomparative Management and Eco-
nomic Progress (Homewood, Illinois, 1965), pp. 208 fif.
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engines and spare parts. Some firtils (Renault and Fiat) also earn substaintial
amounts from technical services and on the sale of specializedl equipmenit for

parts manufacture. 0

41. Royalties must generally be kept to a minimumi1 because of political con-
siderations and remittanice problems. 'I'o coun1ter this, prices on knocked-down

vehicles and parts are often set high to offset the possibility of futul-e restric-
tions on royalties or in the event of uLifor-eseenl increases in productioln costs.

For example, onc firm had to run special body paniels for hand-wveldinig in the
overseas assembly plant.

OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL OF OVERSEAS AFFILIATES

42. Issues over owvnership and control (lepenid upon: (a) the nature of

arrangemiienits wvith the manufacturinig affiliate, (b) corporate policy, and( (c)
the hiost goverrinment's attitude towvard foreigin investment. In the case of joint
ventures, ownership has a bearing uponi profits and technical contr-ol of the
manufactinilig operation. For the investor-, majority control assures wider
latitude and fiexibilitv on : (a) inter-company pricing, (b) reinvestnmenit of
profits for future growth, and (c) maniager-ial control over maniufacturilig
operations to maintain international standards on product and trade names.
'I'echnical control is critical if there are to be plans for an iiterilationial manau-
facture and inter-chanige system. Und(er licensinig arrangements, the returin is
based on the licensilig fee and profits from the sale of parts. Aside fronm trade
name considerationis, the licensor- without equity investimlent has a limited
interest in the comimaer-cial viability of the overseas venture.

43. In the case of joint ventures, attitudes of the host government toward
majority participation of the foreign partner are critical. Fundamentally, this
is a matter of political ideology, particularly in the early process of national

development. Alexico and India have been especially insisteint upon majority
control by nationials, although both governmenits recognize the benefits derived

"For some insights on the "irrationality" of foreign investment decisions, see Yair
Ahoroni, The Foreign Investment Decision Process (1966), pp. 49-75. Among the
reasonis cited for looking abroad are: fear of losinig the market; the bandwagon effect;
strong competitioni from abroad in the home market; anid creation of a market for sale
of componenits or other return on know-how and research. Organizational evolition at top
management levels frorn a basically l domestic orientation to a tmultinational onie is a

critical element of the firm's operational efficiencv overseas. This reorientation profoundly

affects the firm's attitide toward risk-takinig in unifamiliar areas, op. cit., pp. 173-198.
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from foreign capital and know-how.7 For one thing, most governm11ents realize

that exchange costs for foreign equity participation may be Imore costly in the

long run. More basically, it is an uniderstanidable matter of nationial pride to
keep domestic industry in the hands of nationals.

44. Attitudes towar(d owtiership and control vary from one corporation to

another. General Motors, and more recently Ford, have insiste(d uponl 100 per-

cent owinership; Chrysler, a newcomer, has been much more flexible and will-

ing even to accept minority interest. Chrysler-'s acceptance in couLItries like

Mexico an(l Ind(lia is in part a reflection of its williigniess to hold a minlority

inlterest. Permissiveniess in licenisinig arrangements depenids in part UponI the

relative technological lead a firm has over its affiliate. For example, Massey-

Ferguson and Cummins Engitne both invest considerable resources in research

and development of products and techniques and are not too concer ne(d about a
licensee in a developinig country eventually gainin1g the upper halid as a market

competitor." This would be less true of a licensor wvith a more stable, less

sophisticated technology. Many governments would much prefer purchasing

know-how outright, rather thani accepting foreign equity investment, but

foreign partners often feel they will not be able to earn an adequate returil on

a license basis.

7 On the difficulties of doing business in Inidia, see Jack Baranson, Mfanufacturing
Problems in India (Syracuse University Press, 1967), pp. 49-53. The (letrimelitall eco-
nomic effects of assimilation policies are pointed oit in H-larry G. Johnison, "A Theo-
retical Model of Economic Nationalism in Newv and Developing States," Political Science
Quarterly, LXXX, No. 2 (June 1965), pp. 169-185.

This, of course, is not the case in licensing arrangements with firms inn industrially-

advanced countries, where fuitiure marketinig rights are more rigidly controlled. The

Cummins case is documented in Baranson, Manufacturing Problems in India, p. 24.
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IV

ADAPTATION PROBLEMS OF
MANUFACTURING AFFILIATES

45. Problems of adjustment are, first, inherent in the production techniques
of automotive products, and secondly, derive from the differences in production
environimenits encountered in small-scale or developing economies. The products
themselves can be ill-suited to consuirer needs or physical environimenits of

another couLntry. Among the major deficiencies in operating manufacturing
plants are underdeveloped supplier capacities, inadequate quality control sys-
tems, and a dearth of qualified technicians and managers. By creating a
"sellers' market," protection an(l imiport substitutioni tend to undermille quality
and reliability. Governmenit systems of industr-ial licensinig and resource alloca-
tion, which includes import control, compoulld the difficulties of scheduling

production and add to productioni costs. Delays of a year or more to obtain an
import license and to deliver goods are not unusual.

RELEVANT CHARACTERISTICS OF
AUTO/IOTIVE PRODUCTION

46. The nature of automotive products and their production techniques have
an important influenice on the economics of industrializationi in developing
economies. T he following aspects are relevant:

A. Vast range of components and parts. T-here are literally thousands of
elements that go into a single vehicle. A small British car averages 2,500
major parts and assemblies, or 20,000 parts if every nut and bolt is
counlted separately. A standard (liesel engine consists of 750 parts pro-
vided by about 200 different plants. About 15,000 separate machining
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and treatment processes are required to turn steel shapes, forgings, and

castings into finished engine componenits such as pistons and engine

blocks.' When one multiplies the requiremenits for a single vehicle by

the number of vehicle models and configurationis required by small econ-

omies, the burden upoin componienit and part manufacturers appears

formidable.

B. Comnplexity of specifications and standards. Components and parts are
maniufactured from huLndreds of different types of iron and steel and

other industrial metals and materials including rubber, plastic and glass.

Mass production of standardized componienits and( parts demands rigid

uniformity in materials specifications and manufacturinig tolerances.

High enginieerinig and managerial skills are required to ensure the neces-

sary quality and reliability in componenits and( parts.

C. Production techniques. Mechanizationi and automation are associated

with the high-volume techniques that are used to manufactur-e all but a

limited range of specialized vehicles and parts in plants producing for

large domestic or world markets. Automiiated transfer lines (includinig

rearrangeable standard machine elements) reduce operating and handling

costs, increase the rate of utilization of expensive equipment, and reduce

costs for machinie tools, factory space, rejected parts, and( machine

maintenanice. But in plants serving limited domestic markets, these more

efficient techniques are precluded because of the low volume of the

market. It is the diseconomies of small-scale production that contribute

most to the high costs of local maniufacture. By contrast continuous-flow
techniques associated with high-volume production also pose formidable
problems of manpower skills and industrial logistics for newly indus-

trializing countries.2 Thus there is a dilemma in the choice of industrial

techniques-between highly integrated and mechanized equipment re-

quiring sophisticated enginieerinig and managerial control and less mecha-

nized or automated equipment requiring the higher machine skills and

technical personnel to convert and adapt techniques.'

See George Maxcy and Aubrey Silberston, "Techniques of Production," The Motor
Industry (London, 1959), pp. 53-61; and Baranson, Manufacturing Problems in India,

p. 19.
2 See David Granick, Soviet Metal-Fabricating and Economic Development (Uni-

versity of Wisconsin Press, 1967), pp. 25-27, 115-119.
3 Japan has had considerable success in utilizing small-scale parts manufacturers who

employ labor at lower wvages and use less sophisticated machine tools. But unlike India,

Japan has the engineers and technicians to convert techniques and a skilled labor force

to compensate for quality and control that is not built into the machine. See Baranson,
Manufacturing Problems in India, pp. 68-69. (See also para. 57.)
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D. Mininmuum scale and optizmu, technique. Choices in techniques of pro-
duction diepend largely upon the vehicle series and the degree of autarky
enforced in the economiy. High volumile, automated techniques are as-
sociated with standlar-cl model passenger cars and light trucks with inter-
related productionl runs of anyvhere between 100,000 and 500,000 a
year or more. ~l'hresholds for economilc scale productioni drop to from
20,000 to 40,000 on medium-size trucks (3 to 8 tons) and( to 5,000 or
less on more specialized mediumii and heavy trucks and( buses. A medium
truck manufacturer such as Berliet has to offer anywvhere from 70 to 200
combiliationis of enginie, tranisimiissioll chassis, and load-carrying frame
to compete in its field. Economies of scale are more pronouniced( in metal
stamping and in the forging or machininig of parts where mechanlized or
automated equipimienlt can bc used, than in assembly or finishing opera-
tions requirinig a minimum of machinie tools or equipmlenlt.

SUITABILITY OF PRODUCT DESIGN

47. In transferring automotive production to developing countries, interna-
tional firlrs have kept adjustments In product desigin and production techniques
to a minimum. I'his is because such adjustmeints are costly and disrupt the
in(Lustrial transplant process. BLut from the viewpoint of the developing econ-
omy, there is great potential adtvantage in makinig automilotive prodLIcts that
are more closely adapted to local market demands and operational enviloll-
menits. For example, in developing couLitries wvhere crop yields per acre are
low, harvesting combilies requil-e "big mouths and small stomachs"; in agri-
cultural sectors wvith higher crop yields, the nee(d is for "small mouths and big
stomachs." Climatic differenices, terr-aini, and( differences amonig crops also
necessitate desigin variations in the harvester's "pickup" mechanism. Another
example relates to commiiercial trucks operating in economies with acute capital
scarcity. Small trucking companies in Japan that are short of working capital
prefer to purchiase equipmeint wvith a shorter- operatinig life and higher opera-
tional costs, rather thani incur high initial capital outlays . 4

48. For products to be manufactured in the developing country, there is a
further nee(d to adapt product desigin and manufactuLinlg techniiques to the
smaller market volumes and( more limite(i production capabilities typically en-
couLitered in developing countries. 'T'hus Chrysler fouLid it necessary to build

4 The econiomic costs of a truLck engine svill depend(I UponI product Nveight, horsepo%ver,
enginie life, cenginie reliabilitv, and fuel consumption. Thcse characteristics in turn are
decided by the regulations governiing trujck loads, highwva speeds, anid the physical

conditions of roads (includinig average grades and suirfacing). Ibid., pp. 27-33.
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25 percent more value into 'I iirkish trucks (axles, shock absorbers, and (liffer-

entials) in order to withstand local road conditionis and driver usage. A British

electrical automiiotive parts firm designe(d a high frequency hlorln for trucks sold

in the Indian market because of differenices in local traffic conditionis. In

Argentina, as in maniy otlher developing counitries, bus bodies are built locally

for truck chassis manufLacture(d by illercedes to cater to the variety of local

preferences.

DEVELOPING QUAIT1-l'Y STANDARDS AND

SUPPLIER CAPABILITIES

49. It is impor-tant for the developing counltries to achieve and maintaill

quality standards in the production of basic materials for the manufacture of

intermediate componienits and the assembly of finished vehicles. This is an

especially lifficult task in economies sheltered from competitive forces, since

inferior quality can undermine the entire fabric of productionl and indirectly

contribute to even higher productioni costs thani a comparisoni of market prices

would indicate. l\MIany basic materials that are considered standard stock in

open economies often must be procured locally or specially ordered in small

batches at considerably higher cost or at inferior quality. Moreover, reliability

in product standards is a fundamental requiremnent for tradinig in internationial

markets, where major growth opportunities may lie.5' The foreignl licensor has

a major role in developing standards and specifications and in establishing

quality control procedlure-s, but success ultimiately depends upoin the attitude

and commitment of local maniagemenit.

50. Obtaining basic materials according to required specifications is a major

difficulty in economies that are only able to support a limited range of indus-

trial activities. There are approximately 300 different materials of varying

shapes and specifications in a standar d diesel truck engille. Lack of uniformity

in raw materials and semifinished goods such as castings and forgings creates

special problems in milling and machininlg to requiredI specifications.fi In high-

volume production, precision and uniformity are built into automated equip-

A major ingredienlt of Japan's postwar success in supplyinig worl(d markets with

engineering products stems from the emphasis Japanese industrialists placed upon quality

control. This emphasis stands in marked contrast to countries like India, where plant
engiiieers will argue that an industrial product such as a diesel engine wvhich falls sub-

stantially short of international standards is "good enough" for India. Ibid., pp. 78-79.

6 Porosity (air-bubbles in castings) is a typical problem wvhich required 100 percent
inspection procedures after milling to assure rejection of substandard parts. Rejection

rates on defective parts in India have averaged three to four times those in the United

States in certain cases. Ibid., pp. 78-79.
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ment. Developing coun1tries with limited markets are much more dependent
upon the very machinie labor skills in which they are (leficienit. They also lack
the engineers and technicians to correct machine-intensive techiliques for differ-
ences in factor costs and proficiencies.

51. Supplier industries are cmrcial in the development of an automotive in-
dustry. Typical procuremenit items are forgings, castings, brakes, pistons,
bearings, suspensioni springs, gaskets, bolts, and all types of electrical equipnmenit
and instrumenits. Outside plant procuremiienit averages about 60 percent by
value in intlustr-ially-advaniced economies, as compared to only 40 percent in
counitries like illexico aiicn Brazil, where supplier industries are not as wvell
developed. The higher percentage of in-planit productioll intensifies the dis-
economies of small-scale productioni. Given thie foreign exchange constrainits
under which (levelopinig economiiies are attempting to industrialize, vehicle
manufacturers are inder relentless pressure to develop local suppliers of comn-
ponenits and parts. T'he manufacturer-supplier relationship in developing econi-
omies is the exact reverse of wvhat is typical of industrialized areas, wvhere the
manufacturer relies upOnI supplier know-how even to design required compo-
nenits and parts. In developing areas, it is the other wNay arounid; licensors have
a heavy responsibility to help develop the supplier industry, which eveni in
couLitries like Mexico and Brazil typically lacks enginieerilig capability and
foreign cointacts.7

52. Many of the larger automnotive maniufacturer-s in industrially advanced
couLitries owfn subsidiaries to manlufacture strategically important parts such
as axles, crankshafts, bearings, and enginies, because of their special manlufac-
turing requireimienits. These subsidiaries specialize and sell to other manufac-
turers as well. B1ut vertical integrationi is practiced to a much higher degree in
developing counitries than in indiustrialized economiiies. Kaiser reports that in
the United States they (lepenid upon outside suppliers for transmission and
enginie componenlts, but this wvas not the case in Brazil and Argentina. Both
Willys-Overland of Brazil and Industrias Kaiser Argentinia are highly inte-
grated companies wvith their own enginie, axle and transmissioni plants, fouLidry
and forge facilities, body stamiping plants, and tool and (ie facilities. 'T'his de-
gree of vertical integration ivas considere(d necessary to assure an adequate
supply and acceptable quality of componienits in the newvly developilig automo-
tive sectors.

7 For a description of the role of vehicle manufacturers in developinig local supplier
capacities, see G(uillermo S. Edelberg, The Procuremnent Practices of the Mexican
Affiliates of Selected United States Automobile Firms (doctoral thesis, Hlarvard Uni-
versity, 1964).
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MANPOWER DEFICIENCIES

53. Plants in developing economies are especially short of managerial and
supervisory personnlel to transmit technology and carry on plant operations.
This includes engineering, finanlcial, and marketinig people to plan, organize,
and carry out a production program. 'I'here is an even more acute shortage of
conversion enginieers to adapt product designs and productioni techniques to

local environments and deficiencies. Organizationi and managemenit is especially
critical in automotive manufacturinig operations involvilng tens of thousands of
parts and hundreds of suppliers. Plant engineering, quality control, production
and cost control (including the preparation of production standards and
machine-load studies), and invenitory control are among the many specialties
in which experienced personnel are difficult to find. Volkswagen was especially
outspoken on the shortage of such people ("fachleute"), complaining that en-
gineers from developing couLntries often lacked the necessary practical experi-
ence to take over plant responsibilities and are often unwillinig to soil their
hands in factories. Typically, there was an inadequate supply of the 20 to
30 middle-range managers, technical supervisors, and master mechanics neces-
sary to set up initial procedures and improvise or make adjustments when
things went wrong, especially during the first years of plant run-in.
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COST COMPARISONS

54. There are considerable differenices in the costs of productioni in develop-
ing and small-scale economiiies operating uLndler- varyinlg degrees of protection
on the one hand and those in econom11ies subject to international competitioln on
the other. T'he data analyzed in this chapter reveal ex-factory costs averaging
between 60 and 15() percent highler amlonig the major automiiotive producers
in l,atin America (B3razil, A/lexico, arid Argentinia) thani in the United States.
In India, ex-factory prices on passenger cars in a low volume series with an

85 percenit domestic contenit, were 120 percent above the ex-factory price of a
comparable vehicle mallufactured in lEur-ope under high volume conditiols.
High (lomestic contenit' (60 to 90 percent) of components and parts produced
at relatively loxv volumies in smiall-scale plants is a major- contributor to high

The definition of domestic content v'aries widely dependinig upoIn the country and

the particular interpretation of regulationis arid administrative decrees. In most instances,

domestic coiterit is based uiponi vehicic value, but in some couLtries it is computed on

the basis of weight. (One of the problems in negotiatilig interchange agreements in the

Latin American Free Trade Area is reconcilinig value and wveight systems.) Import

authorizations unider a value svstem arc usually calculated from the cif. price of an

eqLuivalent import without duty. Incentive provisions of aurtomotive decrees are often in

terms of meeting a minimum domestic conitent. Administrative interpretation varies over

(a) what may be included in value added by the firm, (I) what percentage of locally

purchased parts may be conisidered as domestic content, and (c) the degree to wvhich

taxes or duties are included in direct or indirect domestic conitent. See also footnote 9.
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costs. Interniationally, productioni costs per Un1it level off at about 120,000 unlits

per year on assembly operationis, 240,000 for enginies and other powver train

parts, and 600,000 unlits for body stampings-scales achieved only by the

largest of the interniational firms. The major productioni cost economiiies are

realized as production approaches these levels. In developing counitries the

highest productioll voluimes are one-tenith of this figure. Cost differenlces may

be accouLnted for by factor price distortions, low-volume productioni, and/or

excess profits. These in turni are attributable to a protected market structure

and related tariff and excharnge policies.2 Aside from these market structure

limits, there is the factor of techllical efficiency, which includes optimality in

plant design and operation.

ANALYSIS OF COMIPARATIVE COST DATA

55. Cost differences in a particular couLntry depend upon the nature and
degree of these technical and econonmic inefficienicies, and upon the stage reached

in the learninlg process. The number of plants authorized to manlufacture ve-

hicles and the proliferation of models and makes both have a strong bearing

UpoIn the size of production runas and the relative diseconomies of scale. The

scope and pace of industrialization also have an indirect effect upoIn sector

efficiency. In several countries, the drive toward autarky in a wide range of

industrial activities simultaneously has straine(d humani resouL-ces antd existing

capabilities to organize and carry out production prograins and maintaini qual-

ity standards, thereby contr-ibuting indirectly to the increased costs of

production.

56. In the material that follows, two sets of comparative domestic production

cost data are presented, one for India and another for Latin America. The

cost curves for India (Chart 1 ) are for passenger cars. 'I'hey show cost incre-

ments over time for a single firm with increases in domestic content and at

output levels varying between 3,000 to 12,000 vehicles per year. The Latin

American data (Chart 2 and related tables) provide inter-counitry comparisons

for light vehicles manufactured in Argentina, Brazil and Mexico. (See also the

cost analysis of the New Zealand industry, paras. 108-110.) In applying the

sets of data presented in Charts I and 2, it should be remembered that the

2 Cost comparisons are based upon conversions at the official exchange rate at the time,

unless otherwise noted. On the intricacy of exchange valuations, see paragraph 57 in-

cluding footnote 4. Costs in all countries (including the USA) are here defined to include

any effect of tariffs and indirect taxes on all inputs. They are the actual costs to the
manufacturer.
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CHART I

INCREASE IN PRODUCTION COSTS AS A FUNCTION OF DOMESTIC
CONTENT AND PRODUCTION VOLUME PASSENGER CAR-INDIA, 1966
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CHART 2

MANUFACTURING COSTS IN LATIN AMERICA AS A FUNCTION OF
DOMESTIC CONTENT, JANUARY 1967
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Cost curves relate to a particular type of vehicle, a particular firm, a particular
economiyv anlI a particular point in time. The folloving should also be noted

(i) Costs to the firm vary with: (a) the percentage of in-planlt production,
(b) the scale of plant, and (c) capacity utilizationi. These variables
are intirectly affected by the size of the industrial economiy and the
stage of development which have a profouLind effect upoin the cost
decisions to male or buy particular- components or parts.

(ii) Data apply to a giveni numiLber of model variations in an industrial
complex turiniig out other series and mo(lels. Prolifer ation in the
product Imix, without proportional incIreases in overall volume, wvould
shift the curves upwvard.

(iii) Domestic price struCture, taxes, tariffs, andl the exchange rate vary
over time. Costs of domestic procurement, vhich loomil large in the
prodclutioni bill, are influenced by obtainable profits of component and
materials suppliers unider nollcomrpetitive conditionis and by their rela-

tive efficiency. Tax (or tariff) increases or a lagginig exchange rate
Would shift cost curves upward. Devaluation, not offset by subsequenit
incr-eases in domestic prices and production costs, Would shift the
curves downward.

(iv) Costs reflect a particular- point on the firi's learinilng curve. Improve-
ments in plant efficiency, other factors remaiilllg unchanged, would

result in a downward shift in the cost CUl-VCS. The same applies to
capacity utilizatiol, whiclh may vary over time. It has not been possible
to separate cost dlifferetices attribtitable to diseconomies of small-scale
productioni and those due to learning, buIt it would be very useful and
significalt to dlo so.3

3 There are several possibilities. One wvould be to use as a benchmark of efficiency a
comparable plant in a more advainced stage of learining. Alnother approach would be to
studs a single plant over an extended leariiing period during which its produl(ction vol-
ume had remained stable. Learning curve concepts applied to an industrial sector are the

basis of the infant industry argument first expounde(d by Friedrich List and Mihail
Manoilesco. Both a(ivocated protective tariffs to transfer labor from low-productivity

agricultuire to more protiuctive industrv. The classical infant industry argunient refers
largely to the development of cxtcrnial anid initerinal economies of scale woith market
growth over time. Little has beetn addled to the concept since it was advanced more than
35 years ago. From an economic standpoint, infant industries are justifiable where the
added costs of protection are eventually compensated by added national income, wvhere
costs exceed social costs diuie to taxes or price tlistortions, or where the social returins
sufficientlY exceed private returns.
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INDIA

57. In India prior to the JuLne 1966 devaluationi, productioni costs for pas-

senger cars ran about 2.2 times those in Europe (see below and Chart 1). This

was for a Fiat-type vehicle at very low voluime (about 5,700 vehicles a year)

and high nationial contenit (about 85 percent). The Indian plant also manu-

factured two models of small and medium-size trucks-wvith a total output of

just over 12,000 units annlually. The 2.2 cost comparisoni Nvas as of April 1966,

just before the rupee was devalued by about 60 percenit (from Rs 4.76 = $1.00

to Rs 7.50 = $1.00). Ex-factory domestic prices increased 11 percenlt follow-

inig devaluation. This meant that immediately following devaluation the Inidian

prices were 1.6 times the ex-factorv European prices. It is difficult to foretell

at the time of writinig what the net effect of devaluation wvill be."

Ex-factory price of a passenger car India Europe Ratio

Before devaluation Rs 11,320 Rs 5,118 2.2

After devaluation Rs 12,664 Rs 8,064 1.6

58. Another Indiani maniufacturer of heavy (eight-ton) trucks reported

price competitiveness with the producer of the comparable European model.

The Indian export price was actually 6 percernt beloxv the comparable Euro-

pean product inimmediately followving devaluation, as compared to 23 percent

above prior to devaluation. But this was oi0 a series wvhere volume was much

closer to Europeani standards-about 19,000 in Indlia as compared to 30,000 in

Europe. (See also para. 139.)

Ex-Jactory price, 8-ton truck India Europe Ratio

Before devaluation Rs 30,000 Rs 24,800 1.23
After devaluation Rs 3S,200a Rs 37,600b 0.94

1 This is the Indian price excluding domestic sales tax, which amounts to Rs 10,000 on a
vehicle of this type. The price does include about Rs 5,000 in custom duties and raw materials
tax.

b Allowances have been made for differences in the European and Indian model. In addi-
tion to this, the dealer's commission in India is about half that in Europe (5.2 percent, or
Rs 1,800, as compared to 12.5 percent, or Rs 4,700 in Europe).

4 Actually, the full inflationary effect that one would normally expect as a result of
devaluation was considerably dampened by the recession that began in late 1966. The
average growth rate in the in(lustrial sector dropped from 8 percent to 2 percent-

textiles and capital goods were particularly hard hit. Declines in the capital goods

industry resulted from a drop in the level of aggregate demand in both the public and

private sectors. Budgetary constraints have forced cutbacks in equipiaent procurement

contracts. Because of the recession, the demand for imports lagged behind available
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TABLE 3: Comparison of Internal Costs, Cars and Light Trucks, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and USA, January 1967
(US$ eq.irsen1ts)

Latin American Costs- US Costs Ratios

Resource
Domestic Costs Net

Value Ci.f. Ex-factory Cost of of Taxes
Added at Value of C.i.f. Foreign Latin Domestic Latin
Market Imported Cost Net Net of Latin Exchange America Value America
Prices Contentb Ex-factory Taxese of Taxes Ex-factoyd Taxes' Americaf Savings USA Addedg USA

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
(1) + (2) (3) - (4) (8) - (2) (3) . (6) (1) - (9) (5) - (7)

Argentina:

Car S4,244 $ 371 S4,615 $1,463 $3,152 $1,775 81,573 $2,475 $2,104 2.60 2.02 2.00
I.ightTruck 3,476 593 4,069 1,290 2,779 1,634 1,448 2,469 1,876 2.50 1.85 1.92

Braxil:

L.ightTruck 2,841 155 2,996 1,013 1,983 1,752 1,552 2,587 2,432 1.71 1.17 1.28

Afr.eico:

Car (small) 1,902 978 2,880 311 2,569 1,756 1,556 1,956 978 1.64 1.95 1.65
Car (large) 2,564 1,203 3,767 407 3,360 2,297 2,035 2,497 1,294 1.64 1.98 1.65
Light Truck 1,728 902 2,630 284 2,346 1,604 1,421 1,804 902 1.64 1.92 1.65

Cost in local currency converted to dollars at official exchange rate at time of I Cost estimate for a "reconstituted" vehicle equivalent to the overseas model.
procurement. (In the case of Argentina, this was prior to devaluation in March e Based on estimated average of 11.4 percent. 'I'his includes all Federal, State
1967, or 250 pesos = US$1.00.) Figures for annual production runs of 20,000 to and Local taxes (corporate income, excise and social security). A comparable con-
30.000 vehicles-whici is 5 to 10 percent the size of production for comparable cept is used in estimating tax component for the Latin American countries.
vehicles in the USA. I Difference between "C.i.f. Latin America" (column 8) and "US ex-factory"

b'l'hese figures, calculated from base figures given in column 8, include allow- (column 6) costs represents ocean freight, insurance, and port handling fees; it
ances for import content of domestically supplied parts (estimated at 15 percent does not include import duties.
for Argentina, 30 percent for Mexico, and 10 percent for Brazil). -This is akin to the "IBruno ratio." See Bruno, op. cit., p. 109.

e Roughly 31.9 percent of manufacturing price in Argentina, 33.8 percent in
Brazil, and 10.8 percent in Mexico. Source: Calculated from data furnished by an American vehicle manufacturer.



59. An earlier study on diesel engine manufacture in India reveals two basic
causes of high cost structure in that country: (a) a much smaller scale of
production relative to internationally competitive plants, and (b) high pro-
curemenlt costs of materials and parts also produced in small-scale plants uncier
a protectionist regime.5 It cost nearly three times as muclh to produce a (liesel
engine in India as it did in the United States (Annex Table 11). Although
direct labor cost 0.6 as much, procured materials and parts, which constituted
75 percent of the engine value, cost 3.3 times their US equivalenits (then at
Rs 4.75 to the dollar).

ARGENTINA, BRAZIL AND MEXICO

60. In the analysis that follows, production costs for a small car, a large car
and a light truck made by the same interniationial manufacturilng firm in
Argentina, Brazil andl Mexico are compared to those in the United States.
The same set of data is broken down in three ways. Table 3 compares dlomestic
ex-factory costs with import costs andI then compares costs net of taxes to arrive
at the difference in resource costs. Table 4 analyzes cost increnmelnts as a func-
tion of domestic content. Table 5 compares the cost elements of labor, ma-
terials, and indirect charges.

61. The ex-factory cost of light truck manufacture run1s 2.5 times US costs
in Argentina, 6 1.7 times in Brazil, and( 1.6 times in Mexico (Table 3, column
10). Cost differences for passenger cars are about the same; aside from obvi-
ous body differences, there is a close similarity in the productioll of light trucks
and passenger cars both in terms of componenlts and parts and length of pro-
duction runs (para. 16). Column 11 gives domestic resource costs per dollar
of foreign exchange savings-which is akin to the "Brun1o ratio" or the shadow

rate of exchange.' Thus, for Argentine cars, it cost $4,244 (pesos converted at
official rate at the time of procurement, column 1 ) to produce foreign exchange

foreign exchange at a time when, as a result of import liberalization, import licenses
became easier to get. Because of severe import restrictions prior to the devaluation,
many firms are now importing in excess of their actual needs as a hedge against a
recurring foreign exchange shortage. Once the recession is over, renewed demand for
foreign exchange coupled with revived internal demand for goods may raise domestic
prices and narrow the competitive price advantages initially gained from devaluation.
(See Baranson, Manufacturing Problemns in India, pp. 127-128.)

s Ibid., p. 88.
S see also cost comparison in Chapter VI on Argentina, paras. 79 and 80.
See Michael Bruno, Inter-detendence, Resource Use and Structural Change in Trade

(Jerusalem, 1963), pp. 104-113. This ratio is closely related to the concept of effective

protection, which is defined as the extent by which domestic value added (measured in

domestic prices) exceeds value added at world prices.
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TABLE 4: Cost Increases at Successive Stages of Local Integration in Production of Cars and Light Trucks,
Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, January 1967

Argentina Brazil Mexico Relative
Invest-

nent
Cumu- Cuima- Cumnu- Needed

Contri- lative Contri- lative Contri- lative per
Cost Share of bution Index of Cost Share of bution Index of Cost Share of bution Index of Dollar

Index. Total to Cost Cost Indes- Total to Cost Cost Indexa Total to Cost Cost of Parts
Component (US= Content Increase Increases (US= Content Increase Increases (US= Content Increase Increases Produc-
Groupings 100) % (US 1tnsl=100) 100) % (US total=100) 100) % (US 1tol=/100) tionb

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
(1) X (2) (5) X (6) (9) X (10)

Local Co,tsnt
1. Assembly 115 15 17 102 140 15 21 106 106 15 16 101 4
2. Mlandatory items 280 6 17 113 150 6 9 109 180 6 11 106 1
3. Easily supplied parts 320 4 13 122 160 4 7 112 225 4 9 III 2
4. Supplier development required 300 10 30 142 150 10 15 117 230 10 23 124 3
5. Engine & driveline-assembly

and machinery
a. -Make 190 5 10 147 130 5 7 119 190 6 11 129 6
b. -Buy 400 3 12 156 270 4 11 126 240 1 2 130

6. Engine & driveline-foundry
a. -Make 160 13 21 134 220 10 22 142 5
b. -Buy 400 14 56 198 180 3 5 136

7. Amortization and running
costs of parts requiring
specialized investment 430 9 39 228 200 12 24 148 240 8 19 153 7

8. Sheet metal & other
components 200 17 34 245 180 27 49 170 250 3 8 158 8

9. Subtotal 272' 83 227 245 1720 99 169 170 192' 63 121 158
10. Import Costsnt 16/d 17 27 254 160d 1 2 171 1I5d 37 43 164

11. Total Vehicle 254 100 254 254 171 100 171 171 164 100 164 164

I Compares manufacturing costs for cars and light trucks (see Table 3, column each production stage: i.e., column (1) X column (2). Column (4) gives average
10 and footnote a). Computation of indices is explained in note below. total costs at each successive stage of prodsuction. For example, on line 2 under

b Investments ranked from lowest (I) to highest (8). Investment costs of sup- Argentina, 15 percent total content is produced locally at 15 percent (column 1)
plier firms are not included. more than US ex-factory costs (from line 1), 6 percent total content is produced

Derived from line 9, columns 2 and 3, 6 and 7, 10 and 11. locally at 180 percent (column 1) more than US ex-factory costs. At this stage, if
d Includes import duty on residual items. the remaining 79 percent (100-15-6) is valued at US ex-factory costs, the result
Note: This table illustrates costs of vehicle production in selected Latin Ameri- woulId be 113 (line 2, coluain 4), computed as follows: .15(115) + .06(280) +

can countries as compared with production costs in the United States. Column (1) .79(100) = 113. The cuimulative cost index for the Argentine vehicle is 254 (iine
shows the index of increased costs at each production stage as compared with US 10. column 4). In other words, a vehicle which costs $2,000 to manufacture in the
costs. Column (2) indicates the percentage value of local content to the total ve- US, would cost X5.080 to reproduce in Argentina.
hicle value for each production stage. Column (3) indicates the cost increase for Source: Calculated from data furnished by an American vehicle manufacturer.



savings of $2,104 (column 9)-a ratio of 2.02 (columnI 11). This means a

peso valued at 250 to the US dollar at the time of procuremnent would have
to be valued at 505 to the USc dollar (250 times 2.02) to equate the difference
in resource costs. For a comiparisoni of relative resource costs, estimated indirect

taxes have been subtracted from ex-factory costs to obtaini the ratios showni in
columnn 12. Relative to the US tax incidenice, taxes in Argentina and Brazil

are substantially higher and in Mexico slightly lower.8 The competitive posi-

tion in world mnarkets lies somewvhere betwveen the two ratios shown in colutm
10 and 12, depending on how the tax component is evaluated.

62. ''able 4 breaks (lowvn the manufacturinig costs for light trucks in Latin

Amneiica, while Chart 2 show s manufacturinig cost increases as a functionl of
domestic content" for annual production runs of between 20,000 and 30,000

vehicles per year. Tlhese cost indices not only reflect the increased costs of
domestic manufactuLe in the numlierator, they are also net of the so-called dele-

tion allowance given by the overseas supplier. 'he deletion allowances are

characteristically wvell beloxw proportional shares of c.i.f. prices.10 (Cost indices
do not include sales taxes on the vehicle.) Dramatic increases in productionl

costs occur at the stage of integrationi of enginie and driveline componielits (par-

ticularly in Argentina). Sheet metal for vehicle bodies also involves substan-
tial cost increases. Column 13 in Table 4 indicates the imagiitude of invest-

ment in equipment for maniufacture of componienits and parts at progressive

phases of domestic content. The "power train" (engine antI transmissionl),
makes up about 20 percent of vehicle value and represents the higher range of

investnment costs.

63. Assembly of complete knocked dowvn (c.k.d.) sets involves only moder-

ate cost increases (Table 4, line I ). In fact, beyond a certain minimlium scale,

8 The policy of the Mexican Government is to keep prices on consuimer goods down as

a deflationary measure. They do this in aultomotive products throuigh price controls,

rigorous control of profit margins by end producer and through tax and import duty

exemptions on materials and other production inputs includiiig capital equipment.

9 Domestic content value is derived from local prices as a percent of total vehicle cost,

which give indices of value (columns 4, 8, and 12, weighted according to share of total

content in columns 2, 6, and 8). Thius, high cost or highly protected componelits in the

various stages contribute to overstating local content shares in terms of international

(c.i.f.) prices.
10 The "deletion allowance" is the amount deducted from the price of a completely

knocked-down (c.k.d.) kit for the parts no longer imported because they are to be

reproduced domestically. For example, for a complete kit priced at $2,000, if 40 percent

value normally priced at $800 were deleted only $500 might be credited as a deletion

allowance. Thus, the residual price of a 60 percent kit would be $1,500 (in place of the

$1,200 one would normally expect). Deletioti allowance amounts are often based on

marginal production costs, which are well below average total costs, including profit.
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decentralization of assembly plants close to consumer markets is often eco-
nomically a(lvantageous. 13ut it nuist be realized that with the production
runs required by even the largest firms now located in developing countries,
vehicles assembled overseas from c.k.d. units are more costly (3 to 10 percent
more) than completely built up unlits from the exporting counltry. There are
30 to 40 percent savings on shipping costs because of the smaller freight vol-
time, but these savings are offset by added costs of rust proofing and packaging
against damage in shipping. Assembly arid paintinig generally cost slightly more
overseas than allowed as a deletion factor by the manufacturer. Even for low-
volume producers in Swedeni, special handlinig and packaging costs more than
offset slight savings in assembly costs. Firms like Fiat have specialized in c.k.d.
operations and have managed to reduce extra costs to a imlitnilmuIml.

64. Tires, batteries, engine fluids, and flat glass are included tinder manda-
tory items (in Table 4, line 2). These are items generally manufactured
locally for the parts replacement market even before domestic manufacture of
new vehicles is uLn(lertakeni. Items such as shock absorbers arid small stampings
(line 3) can be supplied with minimal additional investmenit in production
capacity and are often produced by an established supplier manufacturing a
similar item for refrigerators or other consulmer goods. The forging or casting
and( machininlg of enginle, axle or transinissioni parts (lines 4 and 5) involve
both substantial investmcnit and manutfacturinig know-how. In the USA there
generally is only a narrov (lifferenice betwveen supplier costs and what it would
cost the manufactuLer to make the item himself. In developing countries, in-
plant costs, especially at competitive scale, tend to be much lower than sup-
plier prices-the joint result of protectionist profits and technical inefficiency."1
In large-scale, competitive economiiies with well-developed supplier capabilities,
specialization amonig parts maniufactuirers is both feasible and advantageous
(para. 52). The risk arid uncer-tainity of markets and production in developing
economies inhibit investmenit in parts manufacturinig plants, especially when
they are already manufactured locally, even if at a somewvhat higher cost. It
is generally necessary to persuade parts manufacturers in the home country
(often with long-term contract assuranlces) to establish a manufacturing
affiliate in the developing country, particularly in such items as wheel drums,
brakes, arid axles (line 7), areas in which domestic suppliers generally lack the
required capital or technical capacity. The provision of sheet metal for vehicle

11 Volvo's success in manufacturinig a relatively lowv volume of passenger cars for the
domestic and world markets is in large part attributable to corporate capabilities in de-
signing an(d engineering automotive parts wvhose production is then subcontracted to
domestic and other suippliers ons very narrowv margins of profit. Volvo has followed this
pattern for over 40 y-ears.
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bodies (line 8) involves the heaviest investment commitments by manufac-
turers.

65. There are some interesting contrasts among Latin American producers.
Certain international manufacturers consider Brazil the best source area for

the price and quality of purchased materials and parts. The "closed-border" rule
in Mexico, under which a manufacturer is forced to purchase from a local
supplier once he is licensed and established, undermines the competitiveness of

procurement. Brazil's costs are lower than Argentina's because: (a) the
domestic market is larger; (b) manufacturers have been operating longer and
have in many cases already written off capital costs for equipmenit that is still
in good working order; and (c) Brazilian automobile manufacturers have had

a longer period to develop suppliers, imriprove quality, arid reduce costs. Price
controls in Brazil anid Mexico have also been an important factor in keeping
down suppliers' profits and end-product costs. In Argentina, the trend has
been toward great proliferation of vehicle models anid parts manufacturers.
This contrasts with Mexican attempts to "rationalize" production by limiting
the number of vehicle models and standardizing components and parts pro-

duction.

66. Chart 3 and Table 5 show that the major element contributing to the
high costs of vehicle manufacture in Latin America is local procurement of
materials and parts, which are either protected or carry high import duties.
In Argentina, material and parts average 3.3 tinies US cost levels, and they
constitute about 75 percent of total costs. Administrative and selling costs
(4 to 7 percent of total costs) are twice as high in Mexico as in the USA, arid
six times as high ifi Argentina. Interest charges (and exchange depreciation
losses) average about $126 per vehicle in Brazil as compared to under $2

in the United States. Special tooling aniortizationi is also nearly three times as
expensive per vehicle in Brazil and Mexico (on considerably smaller produc-

tion volumes) as in the United States.

67. Capital costs per unit manufactured increase considerably at lower vol-
umes of production. A European firm reported the following investment costs
for production of a small passenger car in Europe:

Indices 180,000 production p.a. = 100

Annual Investment
Production Investment Cost per

(Units) (US$ millions) Production Investment Unit

180,000 $125 100 100 100
60,000 75 33 60 182

3,000 25 2 20 1,000
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TABLE 5: Cost Elements in tihe Manufacture of a Light Truck, USA, Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, January 1967

Dollar Costsb Percentages Ratios to US Costs

Argen- Argen -
USA Argentina Brazil Mexico USA tn Brazil Mexico tina Brazil Mexico

1. Direct labor 170.98 56.96 35.95 94.68 10.3 1.4 1.2 3.6 0.33 0.21 0.55
2. NMaterial-local 770.24 2,534.99 2,022.30 1,115.12 46.4 62.3 67.5 42.4 3.29 2.63 1.45

-import - 448.28 128.82 849.49 - 12.0 4.3 32.3 - - -
3. Variable manufact.ring-overhead& 335.32 224.14 - 71.01 20.2 6.0 - 2.7 0.73 - 0.21

4. Subtotal-variable cost 1,276.54 3,324.37 2,187.07 2,130.30 76.9 81.7 73.0 81.0 2.60 1.71 1.67

5. Manufacturing-overheadd 318.72 317.38 440.41 347.16 19.2 7.8 14.7 13.2 1.00 1.88 1.09
6. Special tooling amortization 16.60 28.48 44.94 47.34 1.0 0.7 1.5 1.8 1.72 2.71 2.85
7. Administration and selling 46.48 284.83 197.74 105.20 2.8 7.0 6.6 4.0 6.13 4.25 2.26

8. Subtotal-fixed cost 381.80 630.69 638.09 449.70 23.0 1;.; 22.8 19.0 1.65 1.79 1.31

9. Interest and other income expensesa 1.66 113.94 125.84 - 0.1 2.8 4.2 - 68.64 75.81 -
10. 'I'otals and averages' $1,660.00b $4,069.00 $2,996.00 S2,630.00 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 2.45 1.80 1.58

a Dollar costs for Latin countries converted at prevailing official exchange rate. d Includes heating, some maintenance supplies, and some indirect labor.
b The US vehicle is given an average cost ($1,660) for the three slightly different e Includes losses due to exchange depreciation.

models at fo.b. USA prices of $1,752 (Brazil), $1,604 (Mexico) and $1,634 (Argen- 5 Ratios shown here differ slightly from those given in Table 2 because the US
tina). See Table 3, column 6. base vehicle is not the same. See footnote b above.

Includes indirect labor, operating supplies, expendable tools, power, mainte-
nance supplies, and scrap. Soarce: Calculated from data furnished by an American vehicle manufacturer.



CHART 3

COMPARISON OF COST ELEMENTS IN MANUFACTURE OF LIGHT TRUCKS

U.S., ARGENTINA, BRAZIL AND MEXICO, JANUARY 1967

U.S. ARGENTINA

ADM NISTRATION AND INTEREST AND OTHER 1.4%

SELLING 2.8% INCOME EXPENSES 0.1% 2.13%

SPECIAL L.... :.: r ABOR

1.0'. .'.,,N9 \ | 

m / ) r X b/ j

\ ::r: / tlpR 

C12.0% LAL
/ , ~~~~~~~~~~~62.3%

.'. ~//

$ 1,660 PER VEHICLE $ 4,069 PER VEHICLE

BRAZIL MEXICO

1.2% 4.0% 3.6%

I I ) ~~~~~~~~~~LOCAL

$ 2,996 PER VEHICLE $ 2,630 PER VEHICLE

Source: See Table 5.
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In most cases, firms have maniaged to keep capital charges dowAn on short pro-
duction runs by amortizinig tooling (lies onf major vehicle componenits and body
elements over a 5 to 10 year period. 1-his is less of a problem on designs
with longer life cycles than it is on the more rapidly changinig US models.
In order to minimize capital costs, Volkswageni in Brazil is continuinig to
manufacture the older body wvith smaller windows. Similarly, Volkswagen in
Ml\exico retained the 1963 design until 1968. This is a small price to pay
for the capital savings. Variations in capacity utilizationi of plant make a
relatively slight difference to total costs because of the small percentage that
are fixed costs. 1-his is even more true of firmis with a high percentage of out-
side procuremnenit; their percentage of equipmenit and fixed costs are propor-
tionately lower and their- variable material costs higher.
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VI

THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
IN ARGENTINA

68. The Argentine industry has developed largely in the past decade under
a regime of protection and progressive import substitutioni. Approximately
200,000 vehicles are now manufactured annually for the Argentille market.
Prior to devaluationi ( 1967), production costs were runlning at about 2.5 times
a comparable duty-free import from an Americani or Europeanl plant. The
basic reason for high costs is production at about one-tenith the scale of most
Europeani plants for an effective demand about one-sixth that of Italy. The
proliferation of plants, further compounded by the wide range of models and
makes, throws a heavy burden upon supplier industries.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

69. Before 1955, 75 percent of the motor vehicles consumed in Argentina
were imported with foreign exchange earned from agricultural exports. Sub-
sequently balance-of-payments difficulties restricted imports of commercial
vehicles and passenger cars. Under the Per6n regime, the import of motor
vehicles was a licensed privilege. The provisional governmenit that followed
Per6n allowed the public to import cars subject to moderate surcharges, but
the Frondizi Government sharply increased duties and encouraged the develop-
ment of a domestic industry. National productioni was given its major impetus
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by the Automotive Decree of March 1959. Under the provisions of this
decree, domestic productioll has expanded nearly six times to the point wvhere it
nowv supplies 99 percent of Argentine dermands. The decree also provided for
progressive increases in nationial contenit (80 percent for trucks andl 93 percent
for passenger cars by the end of 1965).'

TABLE 6: Argentina, Imports, Consumption and Production, 1956-66

Imported Passenger Comimlercial Percent
Vehicles & Total Ca rs Vehicles Total Rise in

Year Chassis' Consuimption Produced" Produced' Prodtiction Production

1956 17,743 23,686 2,715 3,228 5,943 -
1957 47,187 62,822 11,743 3,892 15,635 I63.1
1958 19,495 47,329 21,531 6,303 27,834 78.0
1959 6,915 39,745 23,816 9,014 32,830 17.9
1960 5,107 94,373 45,172 43,988 89,160 171.6
1961 4,947 141,213 81,932 54,334 136,266 52.8
1962 6,032 135,762 92,257 37,473 129,730 -4.8
1963 1,686 106,841 77,167 27,988 105,155 -18.9
1964 1,286 167,769 115,855 50,628 166,483 58.3
1965 1,107 195,572 135,000 60,000 194,465 16.8
1966 1,461 180,914 123,937 55,516 179,453 -7.7

' Includes assembled vehicles, chassis, accessories and replacenment parts.
b Includes station wagons and jeeps.
I Includes pickups, delivery and other type trucks and chassis.
Source: Asociaci6n (IC Fahricantes Argentinas (AD)EFA); Consejo Nacional de D)esarrollo

(CONADE).

70. Mercedes-Benz was the first major foreign firm to establish manufactur-
ing operations in Argentilia, in 1952. Their productionl plan provided for the
development of domestic suppliers of componlenits and parts and the progressive
increase of domestic contenit. In(tlustrias Kaiser Argentina (IKA) began opera-
tions in 1955. They purchased used equipmiienit fronm the Kaiser plant in the
United States including their own forging facilities. In 1963, they built their
own axle and( transmiiissioni plants and began supplyinlg these parts to other
manufacturers as well. By acquil-inig their own prodtictioni facilities, they were
assure(d a continiued( supp)ly of quality parts in these critical items. Following
the 1959 decree, Fiat, Ford, General Motors, Chrysler, and seven smaller
firmas entered the field. In 1965, Siam di Tella was purchased by Kaiser, and
Chrysler purchased DKW. In july, 1967, Renault acquired the largest inter-

1 Decree No. 3693, issued by the Ministry of Industry and Mining, later revisetd in
August 1961 (Decree No. 6567) with suibsequcit amendments consolidated in the May
1965 Decree No. 3642. These percentage targets were later adjusted; by the enti of
1966, domestic content ran about 92 percenit for passeniger vehicles and( 86 percent on

trucks (see Table 3).
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est in IKA from Kaiser, assuLinig maniagerial control, and Ford purchascd

Transax, IKA's axle maniufacturing subsidiary.

GROWTH IN DOMESTIC IDEMAND

71. The demand for automotive products in Argentinia has been increasinig
,well in advance of the growth of population and incomiie in the past decade.
Owvnership density increased fromii one vehicle for every 32 inhabitants in 1955
to one for every 14 in 1965:

Average
AInnual

1955 1965 Growth Rate

Argentine population 19,100,000 22,400,000 1 .5%
Registered vehicles 602,000 1,542,000 9. 9%
Vehicle densityr (inhabitants per vehicle) 32 14 8.2%

Source: Asociaci6n de Fibricas de Automotores, Report No. 267.

Intenisified demand for automotive products more than doubled the car popu-
lation in the ten-year period between 1955-1965. The decline in automiiotive
prices since 1960 measured in constanit pesos also contribute(d to rising de-
mand .2 Credit terms were also eased dur-inig this period; miniimLuiml cash-dowvn
payments were lowered and the length of the repayment period was extended.
But in early 1966 the Government reversed the trend and increased excise
taxes on passenger cars, in order to reduce foreign exchange deficits and re-
lease industrial resources to other sectors.

72. In the six-year period 1959-65, there was a sixfold increase in the output
of passenger cars and trucks, from about 33,000 in 1959 to 195,000 in 1965.
Argentina had an average annlual rate of growth in automiiotive output of
35 percent, amonig the highest in the world in the past decade (Annlex Table
7). Measured in terms of value added, the rate of growth durinig this period
was even higher-tenfold or an average annlual rate of 47 percent. Employ-
ment during this same period rose only threefold-increases in the scale of

2 The wholesale price index rose 140 percent betwveen 1960 and 1964, as compared
to the automobile price index which increased by only 72 percent. This means that the
relative price of vehicles at the end nf 1964 measured at constant value vas 28 percent
below the 1960 level. The decline may be largely explained by intensifiedi competition
among the 13 maniufacturers that eventually enitered the market. (See ADEFA, Informe
Estadistica, No. 163, April 28, 1965.)
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production leading to some productivity gains. The average annual rate of
investment in 1960-64 was nearly ten times what it had been in 1956-59:

1956 1959 1965

Vehicles assembled or manufactured 5,900 32,800 195,000
Employment 3,700 11,600 34,600
Value added (million US$) . . 46 465

Average annual investment 1956-59 1960-64
(million US$) 5.5 54.1

Auerage annual growth rates, percent

1956-59 1959-65 1956-65
Vehicles 75 35 46
Employment 46 17 28
Value added 47
Investment 33 (1956-64)

Source: Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo, Argentina.

PRESENT STRUCT'URE OF THE INDUSTRY

73. The Argentine automotive industry operates under severe disecononmies
of scale. In 1965, Argentine production amounted to less than 2 percent of
US output (Ann1ex Table 16). There were thirteen manufacturers producing
over 68 models of cars and trucks.3 The six major maniufacturers each turned
out between 13,000 and 57,000 units; seven others produced between 500 and
6,600 each (Annex Table 12). There are several thousanid component and
parts maniufacturers in Argentina, many operating out of small garage shops
as sub-contractors to larger parts mallufacturers. Chrysler alone reported
1500 supplier-venidors in 1965 ; about one-third of these were dual supplier
sources.

74. Intensified competition has led to a proliferation of makes and styles and
frequent model changeovers; IKA's line advanced from 4 models in 1956 to
22 in 1963. Little or no effort has been made to standardize vehicle elemelits
on bodies, chassis, enginles, transnissiois, electrical equipment, or brake and
clutch systems-all of which compounided the basic difficulties of small-scale

3 Aside from basic differences among passenger cars, trucks and buses, and a variety
of other commercial-type vehicles, there are the differenices in types of engines (horse-
power, cylinders, gas/diesel, etc.), cooling systems, gear systems, electrical systems,
wheel and tire sizes, chassis-types, various body sizes and shapes (and number of doors),

spring suspension systems, axle vidths, brake systems, etc.
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production. Each manufacturer has also insisted upon developing his own sup-
pliers, so that there are often as many as half a dozen suppliers even for such
parts as radiators and batteries. Model proliferation adds to plant tooling costs
and increases the burden of technical assistance on parts suppliers (see paras.
122-124).

75. Production volumes in Argentina are low by world standards, which
means that Argentine plants can only afford equipment that must be used for a
variety of purposes in order to minimize capital costs per unit of output. This
results in considerable downtime on equipment. For example, heavy body dies
for presses have to be changed for the several successive short runs of the 20 to
30 body panels in each passenger car or truck model. Low-volume equipment
(single station, multi-purpose less-automated equipment) is used wherever pos-
sible for the manufacture of components and parts. For example, portable weld-
ing equipment and riveting guns are used for body assembly, rather than the
heavier automatic equipment used by assembly plants in Detroit. Almost
always this means higher unit costs for capital equipment than for plants else-
where in the world employing mass production techniques. Below-capacity
plant utilization is in part due to the economic recessions that have plagued
the Argentine economy.4 During periods of downturn, automotive firms are
forced to carry underemployed labor and idle plant capacity, and this inevitably
raises long-term average unlit costs. Firms estimate that utilization varies be-
tween 20 and 60 percent in "bad" years and 70 to 80 percent in "good" years."

76. The production cutbacks ordered in early 1966 further undermined
efficient plant utilization. Production dropped from 195,000 units in 1965 to
160,000 units in 1966. These cutbacks were made in response to Argentina's

4Economic downturns tend to occur more frequently (about every 3 years) and with
greater intensity (5.5 percent decrease in 1963 as compared with 8.6 percent growth in
1964) than they do in some more advanced industrial economies. Physical output of
automotive vehicles has varied from a 172 percent increase during the 1959-60 boom
period to a 19 percent decline in 1962-63 (Table 6).

5 See Table 6 and Annex Table 14. Production at the Kaiser plant slumped from a
peak of 170 vehicles a day in 1960-61 to 81 a day in 1963, then jumped back to 200 a
day in 1964. Such variations are bound to increase average production costs. Utilization
estimates depend upon whether equipment is normally used on a one-shift or multi-shift
basis. Kaiser and, to a lesser degree, Fiat have equipped their plants for three-shift
operations (Annex Table 13). At the Ford Plant, which was equipped largely for a
one-shift operation, utilization of installed capacity rose from 16.8 percent for trucks and
23.7 percent for cars during the 1963 depression to 74.4 percent and 78.2 percent re-
spectively in 1965. The fixed assets to value added ratio fell from 5.4 in 1963 to 2.8 in
1964; and there were 3.4 employees per 100,000 pesos of value added in 1963 as com-
pared to only 1.5 in 1964.
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deteriorating balance-of-paymiienits difficulties toward the end of 1965, but the
economy had to pay the additional price of reduced production efficiency. At
least two years' lead timc is needed to prepare a realistic productioln plan for
adjustling to such chaniges in production quotas or for integratinig new compo-
nenits unider a revised doomestic-contenit regulation. (For reference to a similar
situationl in New Zealand, see para. 112.) In(Lustry was told in Mllay, 1965,
to plan on cutbacks in January, 1966, but no one realized how severe they
would be. Considerable time and resources were spenit in complyinig wvith
Governimienit regulations and report requiremenits-as much as twelve man-

years per year reported by one firm. The turinover in Governmenit personinel
issuing administrative orders further compounided the probleiis. P'erhaps one
result was the inflexibility on the part of the industrializationi authorities in
allowing individual manlufacturer-s to adjust to different sets of circumstanices.
For example, when Bend(ix lBrakes went out of business in 1963, Chrysler Nvas

fined heavily because it was forced to import brakes.

Supplier Problemns

77. Automiiotive manlufacturers experienice great difficulty in obtaininig an
adequate supply of required componcints and parts. Quality has been deficient
on such items as electrical equipmenit (spark plugs, starters, ignitioni coils,
distributors, and various instruments). Difficulty has also been experienced
waith forgings and castings (especially aluminum castings and iron enginie
blocks), chrome-plated items (grill work and bumpers) and various plastics
and vinyIs (in some cases reverting to paper-covered wvires proved more prac-
tical and cheaper). M\ost body maniuifacturers have had to import sheet steel
of the type produced in Argentilia, because the local product had substanidard
ductility whenL used in the heavy-duty stamping presses, and consequenltly a

high rejection rate.

illanpower Situation

78. Except for periodic shortages of craftsmeni (e.g. tool-die makers and

skilled machinists) , the recruitment and traininig of industrial labor has posed
no major obstacle. Workers are consi(dered (by interinationial managers) very

skillful with their hands and tilere is a good supply of technical people. I'here
has been a turnover problem iwith the rise and fall of economiiic activity. 'Many
of the technicianis trained by the autolIlotive industry are lost when work falls
off; others have left in good times to set up their owvn garage operations to
produce componienlts or parts for the industrv. (There is a strong inclinlation
among Argentitianis to own their own business, regardless of the opportunity
cost.)
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Comnparative Costs and Balance-of-Paymcnts Effects

79. The analysis of Argentin1e costs appears in Chapter V. It shows that in
January 1967 a light truck which could be produced for $1,634 in the United
States, cost about $4,069 to manufacture in Argentina or 2.5 times as much
(Table 3). The basic contribution to higlh cost was the procurement of ma-
terials and parts that are produced in very short run1s or have a high markupl
due to protection. Procuremenit costs averaged 3.3 times as much in Argentinia
as in the USA. Understanidably, price differences are larger on compolnelnts
and parts that are typically high-volume in the United States; generally speak-
ing, the cost gap is proportional to the productioni volume gap. 'T'he cost differ-
ential is especially high on a part such as a crankshaft, which has a good
amoun1t of intricate milling. It is produced largely by automatic equipnmenit in
the United States, but by hand-miiachininig in Argenitinia for the low voluLmles
demanded. Other high-cost items include pistons, starters, and clutches (Anniex
Table 15).

80. T'he above figures on comparative costs are corroborated by another set
of data obtained d(uring the field missioni to Argentina. These showed that
ex-factory prices of cars and trucks in Argentinia averaged about 2.5 times
those in the United States (Annex Table 16). Kaiser reported a difference of
1.8 times on the jeep, which sold for $3,188 in Argentina as compared to
$1,728 in the United States. But on its higher-priced passenger car, the de-
livered price was 2.9 times its US couLnterpart. At export prices which allow
special drawbacks and a niore favorable exchange rate, IKA wvas able to de-
liver a jeep to an adjacent l..atin Amer-icanl market for $1,707, or slightly
under the f.o.b. US list price.'

81. A major considerationi in imiountinig the import substitution program was
to conserve foreign exchange. 'T'he rationale behind the Automotive Decree
of 1959 was that substanitial increases in domestic consuLm1ptioni of automotive
vehicles would be realized without appreciable increases in foreign exchange
expenditures. But the mountinig foreign exchange burden forced the produc-
tion cutbacks of 1966. The Governmenit hoped to expand production from
about 32,800 vehicles in 1959 to about 200,000 in 1965 without increasing the
foreign exchange burden much beyond the 1959 level (then estimated at $26

6 This is at an exchange rate of 225 pesos to the dollar in December 1965, which would
have corrected for overvaluation as reflected in the rise of domestic prices since 1958/59.
At the official rate of 179 pesos to the dollar, the export price vas $2,146 (Annex Table
17). It should also be borne in mind that Argentine vehicle models are somewhat differ-
ent from similar models in the United States. For example, among other differences,
1965 Ford (Argentina) trucks have 1964 bhodies ancl 1959 engines.
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million). I'able 7 shows how the actual burdeen rose from about $42 millioll
in 1959 to about $126 million in 1965 (including some $40 to $50 million for
remittances of earninlgs).

TABLE 7: Foreign Exchange Cost, Argentina, 1959 and 1965

1959 1965

1. Vehicles produced in Argentina 32,800 195,000
2. Total cost at $4,069' equivalent per vehicle $133 million $793 million
3. Cost of comparable imports at $2,300"' c.i.f. $ 75 million $449 million
4. Planned import allowance 34 percent' 10 percentd
5. Estimated foreign exchange cost

(line 3 x line 4) $ 26 million $ 45 million
6. Actual import allowancese 56 percentf 28 percentg
7. Foreign exchange cost at $2,300 price level

(line 3 x line 6) $ 42 million $126 million
8. Foreign exchange cost at $4,069 price level"

(line 2 x line 6) $ 74 million $222 millioni

Average ex-factory price of a light truck, Table 3 (column 3), p. 38.
b Average c.i.f. price of a Kaiser vehicle, Annex 'I'able 17.
c Weighted average of the 1959 allowable import content of 30 percent for cars (72.5 percent

of product), and 45 percent for trucks (27.5 percent of product).
d March 1959 decree of the Ministry of Industry. Under subsequent revisions, import con-

tent in 1965 was 9 percent for cars and 28 percent for trucks.
e After allowing for the import content of locally procured components. For a Falcon cost-

ing $3,777 locally to produce in 1964, $1,831 represented locally procured components, of
which one-third or $610 is estimated forcign content, or 16 lpercent of the cost of local pro-
duction of a car. For a F-100 truck costing $3,179 locally, $1,293 were locally procured com-
ponents, of which $431 or 14 percent of local costs were foreign content.

f The import content of cars in 1959 was 30 percent plus an estimated 33 percent of the 70
percent local content = 53 percent. The import content for trucks was 45 percent plus 33
percent of the 55 percent local content = 63 percent. Weighting as in note c gives 56 percent.

9 The import content of cars in 1965 was 9 percent plus an estimated 15 percent of 91 per-
cent = 23 percent. T'he import content of trucks was 28 percent plus an estimated 15 percent
of the 72 percent = 39 percent. In 1965, 69 percent of production was in cars and 31 percent
in trucks. This weighting gives 28 percent overall.

h Measuring imported resources at Argentine manufacturing costs.
iThe Central Bank estimated the foreign exchange burden imposed on the Argentine

economy by the automotive industry in 1965 at about $250 million. According to CONADE
input-output estimates, the import coefficient for automobiles and tractors was .244 per
dollar in 1960. (See Annex 'I'able 19.) If the 1960 coefficient is applied to 1965 output of $793
million, the import content would be $194 million.
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Corporate Earnings

82. In the years immi1ediately following the 1959 decree, firms were able to
earn substantial profits on the allowed 40 percent import contetnt on which
the duty avetaged 30 percent, as compared to over 150 percent on assemibled
vehicles. The decline of consuLm1er prices (nettinig out the inflatiollary trend),
coupled with costs rising as a fuLnction of domestic contenit, has probably re-
sulted in a narrowing of profits for surviving firms. In 1964, which was a
"good" year, profits after taxes ranged betweeni about 5 and 10 percent of sales
and about 20 to 30 percent on shareholders' equity (Annex Table 18). This
appears favorable wheni compared with reported earnin1gs by US autonmotive
firms of 6 to 7 percent profits after tax on sales in 1964/65 and 16 to 21 per-
cent on shareholders' equity.7

83. Reported earnin1gs varied widely among firms, from a high of 13.7 per-
cent after tax on sales reported by Fiat to a 2.5 percent loss reported by
Mercedes Benz (Annaex Table 18). Losses durinig bad years have been offset
by tax wvrite-offs, so that the net gains have been substantial. Fiat managed to
do well from the outset; they wer-e especially astutc in negotiating their agree-

ment with the Argentine Government and in earning substantial profits from

high percentages of import content. Annex Table 14 also shows that they

had a high labor productivity. During 1966, wvhen most firms were forced to

cut back production, Fiat managed to expand productioni by more than 30 per-

cent, from about 26,000 to 34,000 uLnits.

84. Kaiser probably did well unitil late 1965 ; they got an early start, de-
veloped essential parts production capability, and successfully diversified the

vehicle line to meet competition without overtaxing production capabilities.

IKA's production dropped fronm about 54,000 units by about one-third between

November 1965 and November 1966. But, ironically, its demise in mid-1967

was in part due to an over-extensioni made possible by its leading position in

the industry. In absorbing Siam di Tella in 1965, IKA hoped to gain an addi-

tional 5,000 vehicle production authorization along with forging and casting

facilities in the Buenos Aires area (IKA was located largely in Cordoba).

7 See Federal Trade Commission (SEC), Quarterly Financial Report, Fourth Quarter
1965. Reported profits and international comparisons should be taken with several grains

of salt. To begin with, Argentine profits on equity are overstated due to under-evaluation
of assets as a result of the 20 to 35 percent annual rate of inflation. Secondly, in addition
to corporate profits of the Argentirne corporation, the international firm also realizes in-

come from the sale of components and parts and from licensing and technical assistance

fees, which would probably double reported earnings of the US corporations from these
overseas subsidiaries.
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Thev bought into a firm wvith unldcerestimated liabilities just before the cut-

backs ordered by the Government in late 1965.

CRITIQUE OF ARGENTl INE EXPERIENCE

85. T he import substitutioni policies initiated by the Argentinie governmenit

resulted in the rapid growth of an indigenous industry, but the price was high

in terms of comparative costs of productioni and a mounting foreign exchange

burden. The theory behind the ind(ustrializationi program was that growth

could be achieved within the constrainit of foreigni exchange shortages. Argen-

tina plannled for a sixfold expansion in the number of domestically manu-
facttired vehicles between 1959-65 oni the basis that there would be no appre-
ciable increase in foreigni exchange requiremiienits. In fact, foreign exchange

costs expanded near-ly five times dur-ing this period. To this extent, the program

of import substitutioll (lesigned to save foreign exclhanige and increase output

from available resources was self-defeating.

86. Industrialization policies have resulted in a large number of vehicles

and parts maniufacturers that are ineffcienit by Nvorld standards. There are too

many plants and too many models and makes for a market the size of

Argentinia. Argentinie consumption followed the general pattern of demand

in Imlor-C affluent societies that can afford product differentiation because of

higher incomiie levels and more efficient induistrial organiizationi. Howvever even

in France and Germany, in the post-WVorld War TI period, Citroen and Volks-

wageni mass-produce(d small cars wvith no model changes in order to take

advantage of scale factors (see para. 123). Protection and import controls

associated wvith Argentina's industrialization policy raised the cost structure

throughout the economly, distorted( price mechanisms, and unlderminiedl future

growvth and( expansioni of industrial sectors. Commercially, the automotive

industrNy suffered from a combinationi of erratic demand, adverse supply con-

ditions, arul periodic narrowing of profits in timies of recession or cutback.

87. Rapid developmenit of local contenit has added to internal inflationary

pressures as newv demands on domestic resources for materials, skills, and

capital equipmenlt outstripped the economiy's supply capabilities. Costs also rose

as less expensive imported materials and parts vcre replaced by domestically

manufactured goods. In the indiscriminlate pursuit of autarky, enginieerinlg and

maniagerial skills wvere spread too thin in too wide a range of componielnts and

parts manufacture(d for too maniy low-volume vehicle models. TI he system of

import re-strictions and( a lagging exchanige rate have distorted price mecha-
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nisms and resulted in the misallocation of critical resources such as foreign
exchange and capital equipment.

88. Intenisified competition from too maniy producers in a limited market,
coupled with the emphasis upon styling and model proliferation as the major
device for a firm to maintaini its market share, resulted in an inevitable cost-
profit squeeze. This, added to increasing difficulties on remittanices of earnilgs
because of Argentina's balance-of-payments difficulties, eroded the overseas
incentive to invest in Argentina. Most Argentinle automotive firms have also
experienced difficulties in adjustinig to abrupt changes in production schedules
brought on by chronic balance-of-payments difficulties.

89. The high cost structure induced by protection underminied Argentinla's
future chances for enterinig and( competing in larger regional or wvorld markets,
which are the major opportunities for future growvth and more efficient produc-
tion at larger scales. The prospects for regional development are still poor
(see paras. 1 25-131 ). To enter world markets, plants must be internlatiolnally
cost competitive and must maintain international quality and reliability stand-
ards. The system of protection also created vested interests representinig in-
efficient managements and plants. A lagging exchange rate, which in effect
subsidized import substitutioni industries, is not compatible with industrializa-
tion strategies dependent upon export activities (see para. 137).
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VII

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
IN YUGOSLAVIA

90. Yugoslavia is an interestinig and importanit case study in the development
of the automotive industry. The Yugoslav systemn of economic plannilng enabled
them to control consuimptioni patterns In terms of product ranige and qualltities.
They have also managed foreign exchange costs more effectively than the
Argentines. But there has been an overproliferation of plants and suppliers in
truck manlufacture, and nonstandardized models and parts hlave contributed to

high costs. Foreign exchange shortages have forced domestic productioni of
parts that are costly to produce in short series or expensive to stockpile. T'he
Yugoslavs felt the need to liberalize their international trading in 1965 in

order to eliminate their own high cost productioni. Exporting to soft currency
areas has been one means for increasing production volume. Yugoslavia is also
an interesting case as a couLntry in the intermiie(diate stage of industrial clevelop-
ment that has now become a transmitter of technology to counltries like Egypt
and Indonesia partly through barter trade arangemiienits and partly due to the

fact that their product designs and productioll techniques approximate the
income and scale requiremiienlts of these couLntries.

ECONOAMIC POLICIES

91. The Yugoslavs have been highly pragmatic in their (Irive toward eco-
nomic efficiency tinder- "'market socialism." 'IThey realize that the next major
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step in economic development is to find ways and means to increase production

volumes. There is just so muchI that can be done internially and no more. They
have standardized parts, integrated plants, and increased complemelntar) pro-
duction among trading partners unlder barter artr angemenits. 'T'he Economic

Reforn of 19 6 5 -in effect a series of economiiic reforms1 -is designed to

liberalize controls over the maniagemiientt of Yugoslav firmis and enable them to

become part of the international division of labor. Under the reform, Yugoslav

firms were given wide latitude in utilizing diniar profits and exchange earnin1gs

for reinvestmiienit and future growth. This not only puts productioll unlits on a

more economic basis, it also exposes industrial sectors to internlatiolnal pricing

and leads to a more efficient use of nationial resources. The Yugoslavs realize

that competition in world markets is intensifying, and the sooner Yugoslavia

exposes its economy to competitive forces the better. Under the 1965 reforms,

indepenidenlt decision-miiakinig -was authorized at the enterprise level in the fields

of marketing, production, and investnmenit-a major departure from the system
of centralized planning that prevailed in the 19 50's. Enterprises are free to

choose suppliers, set prices on their products, and decide how to use profits for

investmenits in future growth. The criterion of enterprise decision is income

maximization "'vithiin the framework of social objectives." TIhe regulations

provide for autoniomy in negotiating cooperation with foreign partners includ-

ing agreements on productioni specialization. Thus enterprises plan their
foreign trade with a view to maximizing revenue and obtaining the best

sources of supply.

MARKET' STRUCTURE AND COMkIPARATIVE COS'I'S

92. In 1965, about 36,000 passenger cars and 12,000 trucks and buses were

being manufactured and assembled in Yugoslavia. One firm produced all the

passenger cars and nine manufactured trucks. The major passenger car and

truck manufacturers have been exploring ways and means to rationalize

domestic production and enter into broader internationial arrangements to

specialize and trade in componienlts and assembled vehicles. But Yugoslav firms

are inhibited in their efforts by capital and foreign exchange shortages and

have been seeking ways to broaden relationships with foreign partners in order

to more effectively absorb foreign techniques, enlarge market access, and ex-

pand the scale of production. The problem of cnterinig into international
arrangements that are compatible with the legal framework of socialist ownler-

ship has been largely resolved.

1 See Federal Institute of Economic Planning (Yugoslavia), Planning of Foreign
Trade-the Yugosla'v Experience (Belgrade: FIEP, March 1967), pp. 10-15.
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93. Cost comparisons are somewhat deceptive in that they do not reflect
relative efficiencies in terms of resouL-ce requiremiienits at interriational prices.
Under the exchange and( tariff structures that prevail in Yugoslavia,2 the ex-
port price of a locally maniufactured Fiat 600 is $1,000, which is just below
the ex-factorv price in Italy, $1024. (See below.) Productionl volume in
Yugoslavia is about 1/25 that of Fiat in Italy. Prices to Yugoslav consumners
are considerably above the export price.

PRODUCTl ION STRATEGIES FOR YUGOSLAV PLANTS

94. Zavodi Crvena Zastava, the largest passenger car plant in Yugoslavia,
operates under a Fiat license. It manlufactured and assembled over 40,000
vehicles in 1966. Dealerships have been established in Greece, where Yugoslav
"Fiats" are sold in competition with Italian Fiats. Substantial amounts of
Fiat replacemenet parts are also marketed in Greece. CZ dealers compete there
with Italian Fiat dealers by selling at a lower markup and providing wvider
choices to customel-s on accessories and trim. Fiat tolerates Yugoslav competi-
tion in Greece because of its long-term interest in Yugoslavia as a gateway
to Eastern European markets.

95. CZ is intenisifyinig its efforts to reduce productioll costs by (a) maximiiiz-
ing the use of existing capacity, and( (b) increasing parts series volumile through
specialization and interchanige among Fiat affiliates in other Eastern1 European
couLntries. But the major opportunities for future growth now lie in external
markets.

96. Under an agreement with Fiat signed early in 1968, productioni at the
CZ plant, 35,000 uLits in 1965, is to be incr-eased to 75,000 by 1969 and
130,000 by 1972. Fiat has invested $10 millioni and has a 10 percent share in
the joint veniture. Fiat has also agreed to upgrade the technical capabilities of
its Yugoslav partner, incluIdilIg the establishment of a Zastava office in
Torin1o, Italy. The Italian partner has also agreed to absorb into its interlna-
tional marketing and manufacturinig systemn an average annual $5 millionl in
Yugoslav vehicles and parts over the next ten years. This extended agree-
menit would permiit Yugoslavia to make the critical jumi1p from production
limited to domestic consum11ptioni to a more efficient higher volume for regionial
and wvorld markets. The maginitude of the proposed change is large enough
to milovC Yugoslavia's automotive industry to the next development plateau.

2The dinar wvas devalued in 1965 from 750 to 1,250 dinars to the l.S dollar, and
tariffs on imports wvere adjusted downward so as not to increase supplier costs.
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It would also substanitially improve economiiic efficiency in the automotive
sector in terms of resource utilization and balance-of-payments effect. Under
such an arrangement, Yugoslavia wvill earn sufficient foreign exchange to pay
for an expanded foreign contenit in other models assembled localIy, and thereby
eliminate domestic procurement on1 items that are high-cost or otherwise un-
satisfactory.

97. The largest commnercial vehicle malnufactur-er in Yugoslavia is T'ovorna
Autombilov in Alotorjev (TAMI ). It manlufactured approximately 3,400 two-
to five-ton trucks and 400 buses in 1965 ulider a Germani license-about a
third of nationial output. Somie 13 percent of T'AM's output, or US $4.5

millioni in vehicles and parts, was exported. 'I'his mor-e than paid for the $3.5
millioni in import requiremenits. For a broa(d view of Yugoslavia's balance of
automotive trade, the reader should turin to Aninex Table 20.

98. The TAMV factory has proposed expanding productioni from 3,900 trucks

and buses in 1965 to 5,200 in 1968, essentially to make use of installed equip-

ment which was underutilized. It hopes to improve production efficiency in

the following additional ways: (a) widen cooperation amonig vehicle producers

in Yugoslavia and in neighborinlg couLntries by specialization an(d intelchianige,

(b) standardize truck models and parts where possible, (c) consolidate parts

suppliers and weed out marginial producers in Yugoslavia, (d) persuade

Germani licensors to take Yugoslav parts in exchange for required German

imports,3 and (e) consolidate their holdings with developing counitr-ies such

as Indoniesia which has licensinlg arrangemcints with TAMVI.

99. The rationalization program outlined above may be quite sound as a

limited adjustment program. But it does not resolve the larger issue of long-

term economic viability. Production is still low volumne by international stand-

ards and the diseconomies of small-scale are compounided by near-100 percent

domestic content. Even if all the truck manufacturers in Yugoslavia were

combined, their scale of operation would be small by European standards. The

total Yugoslav truck market in 1965 was about 10,000. Several European

firms manufacturing under 15,000 trucks a year are now runni1ing into the

problem of survival.

3 TAM must deliver about 20 percent belowv German supplier prices in order to

absorb a 16 percent German tariff and 5 percent additional freight cost. At one time,

TAM's exports to Germany reached US$2.5 millioni, but they are now down to about

$0.5 million.
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100. A basic problem in the indutstrial equipmenit field is keeping up with
major innlovationis in product (lesigois. Another problem relates to industrial
design. Yugoslav industrialists have expressed an unlderstanidable desire to
develop their owIn enginieerinig and design capabilities. They realize they must
do this eventually if thev are to compete in international markets. BIut the
difficulty is that it takes considerable capital and human resouLces to develop
new products and to establish internationial marketing netwvorks. The co-
production and co-marketinig arrangemenits with European vehicle and parts
manufacturers represent a transitional stage vhich could lead to finanlcial and
technical assistance in implanting (lesigin andc marketling capabilities.'

4 See paras. 144-146.
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VIII

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY IN
NEW ZEALAND

101. New Zealand has a per capita income higher than all Europeani counI-
tries except Sweden. This is largely due to a very efficient wool and dairy
industry, which earns nearly one-fourth of the nationial income through exports

to world markets. But the industrial sector is another matter. It has been pro-
tected for nearly 30 years, and manufactured goods produced domestically cost
between 50 and 100 percent more than comparable duty-free imports. Progres-
sive autarky has been adopted as the basic strategy to provide growth and
employment, and relative costs have been virtually disregarded. New Zealand,
like many newly industrializing countries, is now confronted with the problem
of continued growth in the face of mounting balance-of-payments deficits. The
automotive sector in New Zealand is following a course of development similar
to that of Argentina under an analagous regime of protection and import sub-
stitution. Ten firms are now producing for a market of only 70,000 vehicles.
At 40 percent domestic content, costs per vehicle are already running 60 per-
cent above the c.i.f. price-and the domestic value added is itself 135 percent
more than the comparable international cost. The New Zealand experience
helps to isolate the adverse effects of progressive autarky in small-scale markets
-regardless of the overall stage of economic development. 1

1 See also para. 58 and Annex Table 11 where cost differences between India and the
United Kingdom, at the same scales of productiori, are compared.
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ECONO-MIC POLICIES

102. The demanid for and supply of automiiotive products has been strongly
influeniced bv governm11enit econonic policies since 1950. A program of import
substitution was instituted to overcome shortages in the supply of vehicles and
to miniiilize foreigni exchange costs. Measures to cuL-tail consumliption or
restrict productioni in or(lcr to re(duce foreign exchange expenditures have been
reactivate(d periodically in responise to recurrenit balance-of-paymenits diffi-
culties. The foreign exchange burdeni has risen, despite government efforts to
increase domestic contenit (Table 8). Bly mid- 1966, the foreign exchange
burdeni generate(d by vehicle consumliptioni rose to about NZ$47 million.2

103. Vehicles are maniufactured in New Zealand un(ler a system of protec-
tion and import control desigined to save foreign exchange and encourage
domestic maniufacture of parts. TJ he tariff schedule favors the import of
vehicles in a knocked-donvii formi (c.k.d. packs) and vehicles and parts of

TABLE 8: Vehicle Imports into New Zealand, 1960-66

Complete Knocked-
Down Units Other Total

c.i.f. c.if. ci.
value value valuie

(NZS (A'Z$ (NZS
No. mil/ion) No. mi//ion) No. mi//ion)

Passenger Cars 1960/61 32,804 10.3 2,576 1.5 35,380 11.8
1962/63 38, 003 14.3 4,006 2.6 42,009 16.9
1963/64 61,680 22.7 7, 150 4.8 68, 830 27.5
1964/65 56,775 21.4 8,57(0 5.5 65,345 26.9
1965/66 58,718 22.0 8,035 5.2 66,753 27.2

Trucks 1960/61 10,870 5.0 694 0.4 11,564 5.4
1962/63 8,075 4.1 180 0.1 8,255 4.2
1963/64 8,859 4.7 97 0.3 8,956 5.0
1964/65 9,505 5.5 131 0.2 9,636 5.7
1965/66 13,134 9.1 117 0.3 13,251 9.4

Totals 1960/61 43,674 15.3 3,270 1.9 46,944 17.2
1962/63 46,078 18.4 4,186 2.7 50,264 21.1
1963/64 70,539 27.4 7,247 5.1 77,786 32.5
1964/65 66,280 26.9 8,701 5.7 75,081 32.6
1965/66 71,852 31.1 8,152 5.5 80,004 36.6

NZ$ 1.00 $1.40.
Source: New Zealanci )epartment of Statistics.

2 NZ$1.00 equaled US$1.40 before devaluation in November 1967. About NZ$37 mil-

lion is reported as direct imports of c.k.d. packs and other vehicles (Table 8); at least

another NZ$10 millioni should be added for import contenit of domestic parts anid for

overseas paymeiit of roYalties, licensing fees, anid earnings on foreigni equity or loans.
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Commonwealth origin.3 In practice, the system of import licensinlg and foreign
exchange controls provides absolute protection from imiported vehicles. The gen-
eral policy has been to award each firm an exchange quota based UpoIn the value
of imports (and productioni volume) in previous years. 4 This limits the inm-
ber of vehicles that can be maniufactured and sold. (For an exception, see
para. 109.)

104. Prior to 1940, nearly two-thirds of the vehicles supplied to the New
Zealand market were assembled locally; value added was largely labor and
paint. During the 1950's, local industries began supplyinig tires, batteries,
radiators and interior trim. Seat frames, springs, hubcaps, air filters and other
interior trim items were added after 1962/63.

105. Before 1961, it was believed that the grant of a fixed percentage of
foreign exchange, based on productioni volume in the previous period, was
sufficient incenitive to increase domestic contenit, since the greater the use of
domestic componenlts, the less the exchange cost per vehicle, and the more
vehicles or packs or parts a firm could sell. The percentage allotmelit proved
insufficienit, and a new bonus incentive scheme wvas introduced in 1961, which
increased the percentage of foreign exchanige allocated to firms according to
increases in their domestic contenit:

For domestic content Increase in import
that reached in value: license of:

35.0% 7.5%
37.5% 10.0%
40.0% 15.0%
42.5% 17.5%
45.0% 20.0%

In practice, the scheme was unattractive to vehicle manufacturers beyond the
40 percent domestic contenit level, as it failed to take into account the sub-
stantial increases in production costs associated with further increases in
domestic content. The low deletion allowances accorded by foreign mani-
facturers for excluded items added to the disincenitive. (See para. Ill.)

3 The duty on c.k.d. packs was 6V/4 percent ad valorem on Commonwealth origin and
45 percent from most-favored nations; on built-up vehicles the duties vere 20 percent
and 55 percent respectively.

4 In 1963/64, when the Government was under pressure to increase the availability of

motor cars, additional import authorizations were allocated on the basis of sales
performance by car assembly planits in that year.
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106. In Mllarch 1965, a revised motor vehicles matnufacturinig scheme was
issued covering local assembly of c.k.d. packs in batches of 300 to 600 units.
Account was taken of the overseas deletion allowance in preparing the list of
parts required to be processed locally. The memnoranidumn also stipulated that
the price of these new products was not to exceed that of comparable imported
built-up vehicles-an unrealistic stipulation in view of the increased cost of
domestic production already experienced. T he paperwork alone connected with
licensilng ten firms manufacturinig nearly 50 models has been formidable.
Manufacturinig schemes had to be accompanied by full details of items deleted,
deletion allowanices by overseas suppliers, the cost of local product, and sources
of local procurement. One particular bone of contention betweell the govern-
ment and individual firms has been agreement over what in fact constitutes
"factory costs"-a rather complicated piece of arithmetic difficult to define
and even more difficult to administer.

107. By 1961, domestic contenit had reached an average of just over 30 per-
cent. By mid-1963, uLnder the 1961 bonus scheme, domestic contenit increased
to an average of 40 percent. Some firms added items such as spark plugs, igni-
tion coils, wiring systems, and shock absorbers. Under the AMlarch 1965 incen-
tive scheme, the Governm1enit requested that the remainin1g vehicle manufac-
tLrers add these and other "hang-on" items such as driveshafts, wheels, and
carburetors. Such items are much more complicated from a technical stand-
point and involve substanitial new investnmenit for a relatively low volumlle of
diversified parts. Domestic content reported by' individual firms in 1967 ranged
between a low of 32 percent and a high of 48 percent-an average of about
40 percent, the level already attained in 1963. In july 1967, in response to the
worsenin1g balance-of-paymenits position, the AMinistry of Industry and Com-
merce issued a letter to the automotive industry calling for further increases
of domestic content to 50 percent, since the automotive sector was one of the
few areas where the Government had leverage to control exchange expendi-
tures.

COMPARATIVE COSTS OF PRODUCTION

108. Production costs in New Zealand are running approximately 60 per-
cent above c.i.f. prices. A vehicle priced interniationially at NZ$2,000 c.i.f.
now costs NZ$3,200 to maniufacture in Newv Zealand at 40 percent domestic
content. It cost NZ$1,880 in domestic resources to produce NZ$800 worth
of domestic content-or 2.35 times international cost.5 The consumer pays

5Assuming 10 percent duty on the 60 percent imported content worth NZ$1,200, the
import content costs $1,320; the domestic content therefore costs NZ$1,880. Total vehicle
costs are made up as follows: .60 (1.10) + .40 (2.35) = 1.6 times the c.i.f. price.
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considerably more than NZ$3,200, in some cases up to NZ$5,400 (NZ$800

tax plus as much as NZ$1,400 premium on a new car without a purchase
authorization or trade-in).6

109. Diseconomy of small-scale production is a basic contribution to high

costs. The entire industry in New Zealand assembled about 59,000 passenger

cars and 13,000 trucks and other commercial vehicles in 1965-66 (estimated

from c.k.d. imports in Table 8). Seven firms accounted for about 80 percent

of vehicle assembly volume-an average of 8,000 vehicles per firm, which is

quite low by internationial standards.7 In all, there are at least 10 firms operat-

ing 17 plants turning out 40 to 50 different passenger car models (Annex

Table 21). The proliferation of models and makes is aggravated by so-called

"no remittance" purchases. Under present government regulations, purchasers

with foreign exchange assets are not subject to rationing and may place an

order for the assembly and delivery of any model or make. One-third of

General Mlotors sales in 1966-67 were in this category.

110. At low production volumes, costs rise as a function of domestic content.

This tendency is clear in other developing counltries with nationial produc-

tion volumes two and three times that of New Zealand. Judging by the Latin

American experience, the New Zealand Government's announced policy urging

vehicle manufacturers to increase domestic contenit from 40 to 50 percent could

increase the average cost per vehicle to 80 percent above the c.i.f. price (Chart
2) . This cost increase estimate may be considered a miniium, since it is based
on productioni runs of 20,000 to 30,000 in Latin America as compared to under
10,000 in New Zealand. (See Table 1.)

6 See the next paragraph for "no remittance" purchase authorizations, which are worth
up to 45 percent above the c.k.d. value.

7 See Table 1 for international comparisons.
8 In the 40 to 50 percent domestic content range, it is estimated costs will increase by

a factor of 3.1 for 10 percentage points of local content-the combined result of increased
costs for domestic manufacture and low deletion allowance (see next footnote, and foot-
note 9, para. 62). Thus for every NZ$1 of c.i.f. value, it has been estimated that manu-
facturing costs will increase by a factor of 2.1 over a deletion allowance of only

NZ$0.68, or - = 3.1
0.68

(compare to lines 5 and 6, column I in Table 4, which showv cost increase factors rang-
ing from 1.9 to 4.0 for this range of local content in Argentina). The average cost incre-

ment in New Zealand (recalculating from data in footnote 5, para. 108) would then be
.50(1.10) + .40(2.35) + .10(3.10) = 1.8.
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T-HE NARROWING OF PROFITS

111. iMost firms have found it uLiprofitable to manufacture cars wvith more
than 40 percent domestic content. Increased costs of domestic productioll out-
weigh realizable profits resultilIg from additional import authorizatiois. This
is because the allowanice by overseas suppliers for deleted components and( parts
is usually vell below the c.i.f. price. At the same time, the local cost of low-
volume diomestic manufacture is wvell above the c.i.f. price.9 'Moreover, at a
time wvhen profits are falling, firms are being asked to increase their invest-
inents in plant and equipmiienit to maniufacture vehicles and parts. This is espe-
cially true of production bevon d 40 percent domilestic conterit, which means
manlufacturinig the more costly and( sophisticated parts for enginies, transnmis-
sionis and other elements of the powver train.

112. In its efforts to deal with the balance-of-payments deficit, the govern-
miienit has not only urged the industry to increase domestic contenlt, it has also
tightenled ConlSulimer credit onl car purchases. Up to that time there had been
a car shortage (estimated at 10 percent as measured by advanced orders for
cars). After credit xvas tightened, the drop in the tleinanid for passenger cars
resulted in an estimate(d 30 percent surplus in new car stocks.10 If imple-
mented, the governimaenit order wvould cut back production0 from the current
level of about 70,000 vehicles to about 56,000 ullits by mid-1969. Such drastic
fluctuations in the level of effective demanid play havoc on efficient plant
operations. The combinie(d effect of increased costs and the drop in revenue
from car sales is bound(I to place automotive firmis in a cost-profit squeeze. This
approach to balance-of-paymenits tliffictilties results in a two-fold decrease in
overall econonic efficiency resouL-ce costs for domestic contenit are increased,
and installed plant capacity is uLiderutilized.

113. The alternative to further impor-t snbstitutioni is specialization in selec-
tive componienits and parts for export to maniufacturing affiliates in nearby
couLntries. I'his wvould meani that the next 10 percenit of value added would be

9One firm estimated it costs NZ$38 per vehicle to manufacture locally an additional
five percent domestic conitent, for wvhich they were given a deletion allowance of
NZ$18 per vehicle. This meant anii additional cost of NZ$20 per vehicle. The additional
profit on the 10 percenit mark-up on factor costs of NZ$1,150 (NZ$115) did not cover
the increased coist oni a 3,000 unlit run. 'T'he 15 percent increase oni import license meant
an authorizationi for an additional 450 vehicles. Thus: 3,000 + 450 vehiclcs X $20
increased cost per vehicle ($69,000) is more than the added profits from 450 additional
vehicles at $115 Unlit profit ($51,7O).

19OnI hire-purchase sales, cash-down payment requliremeints were raised from 50 per-
cent to 662/9l percent andI repayment period reduced from 18 to 12 months.
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in the least-cost range, thereby lowering rather than increasing average total
costs of domestic manufacture and assembly. It would also result in a net
decrease of the foreign exchange burden. Some of this could be (olle within
the context of the New Zealand-Australia Free Trade Area. Eventually, it
may be feasible to reduce the number- of models and makes assembled locally
and to roll back domestic content to a level whe-c the cost premiumL1 can be
brought to below 60 percent.
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Ix

CHANGES IN THE STRUCTURE
OF THE INDUSTRY

114. MIajor adversities in the supply structure of automotive sectors in pro-
tected infant economies are high costs, a continuinLg foreign exchange burdeni,
a growing technological gap, and other forces that unidermine future growth.
Measures to improve the econiomic efficiency of this industry must deal with
these structural difficulties. The funldamenital obstacle of economies of scale
may be overcome in part by rationalizinig production for internial markets. But
major gains are also to be founld by increasing economiiies of scale through
specialized productioni for world markets. For this second alternative, partici-
pation in interniationial industrial complexes manufactu rinig and marketing
automotive products is an obvious course.

DISADVANTAGES OF PROTECTION

115. The developmenlt of automotive industries unider systems of protection

and progressive autarky has had, to varying degrees, at least four major adverse

effects. To begin wvith, relative costs of productioni have been high by inter-

nationlal standards. A rough estimate of the cost of the added resources em-

ployed in manufacturinig automotive products in developing economies is some-

where in the neighborhood of $1.3 billion annually.' In effect, it costs develop-

ing countries about $2.1 billion in domiiestic resources to manufacture about

1 Average international cost per vehicle is estimated at approximately $1,910 (12 mil-

lion US-type vehicles at $2,000 per vehicle plus 11 million European-type vehicles at an

estimated $1,800 per vehicle) plus $191 (10 percent f.o.b. price for freight and handling
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$0.8 billion of internationally valued goods.2 This is based upon an estimated

average of 40 percent import contenlt and an average 80 percent added manu-

facturing costs (Table 9). Overvaluation of the currenicy and the higher tax

incidence xvould reduce somewhat this estimated cost premium to about

$1.0 billion.3

TABLE 9: Cost Premium for Manufacturing Automotive Products in
Developing Economies, 1965

Import Cost Premium

Production Content (f.o.b. world

Country (units) (percent)a source = L,o)b

Spain 212,500 19 1.3*

Argentina 196,800 31 2.6

Brazil 180,800 18 1.7

Mexico 126,700 49 1.6

India 69,500 41 2.0

Venezuela 53,500 92 1.6*

All other developing countries 154,400 79 2.0*

Total 994,200

Weighted averages 40 1.8

Percentages estimated from base figures for domestic content given in Annex Table 8

and adjusted upward an additional 15 percent for the import component of "domestic con-

tent."
b Ratios based upon conversions at official exchange rate. Figures marked with an asterisk

(*) are estimates from pricing data.
Source: Tables 2 and 3, Annex Tables 1 and 8.

complete knocked-down units) equals an average $2,101 c.i.f. cost. (Average prices

estimated from data in Automotive News 1967 Almanac.) Costs in developing countries

average 80 percent above f.o.b. costs at an average 40 percent import content (Table 9),

or an additional $1,528 per vehicle at a total cost of $3,438 per unit. This is an addi-

tional $1,337 per vehicle over c.i.f. cost ($2,101). For the one million vehicles manufac-

tured and assembled in developing economies, this would mean $1.3 billion.
2 From footnote 1, it cost on the average $3,438 to manufacture in a developing

country a vehicle with a c.i.f. price of $2,101. Of this $3,438, import value is $1,260 (40

percent of $2,101, or $840, plus an estimated 50 percent duty on import content, or an

additional $420). This leaves a residual of $2,178 cost of domestic value added. This

means it cost $2,178 in domestic resources to manufacture $840 of internationally valued

product, or about $2.60 for every $1.00 of internationally valued product, not taking into

account differences in quality.
3 If allowances were made for overvaluation of the currency (say 10 percent) and

tax differentials per dollar of output at an estimated 14 percent (25.5 percent average

taken for Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico less than the US average of 11.4 percent-see

Table 3 footnotes) the resource cost difference of $1.3 billion would be reduced to about

$1.0 billion (1.3 X .89 X .90).
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116. Industrializationi authorities often cite the social benefits of traininig an
industrial labor force. But under a system of protection, in an indtistry produc-
ing at above interniationial costs, the net gains from an upgra(dinig of in(lustrial
skills may be more than offset by the net losses dule to inefficielit plant opera-
tions. Similarly, the backward linkage effects generated by assembly plants
usually cite(l as beneficial, may actually give rise to a high-cost supply structure
that is difficult to phase out at subsequenlt stages of industrialization. A second
problem has been that, as production and consumptioni of automotive products
have been allowed to expand, the foreign exchange burdeni has risen almost
proportionally to the rate of sector expansion, even with the offsetting effect
of progressive increases in (lomestic content. In Argentinia, consumption of
automotive products was allowed to expand unl(ler the illusion that import
substitutioni would( permit rapid growth at no extra cost in foreign exchange.
In fact, foreign exchanige costs rose froml $42 millioni in 1959 to $126 million
in 1965 (para. 81 and T able 7).

117. A third major problem of adjustmenit relates to the "technological gap."
Because of the high cost of tooling up for lowv-volume productioll, developing
countries usually end up wvith vehicle models and productioii techniques that
lag behinid latest developments. But since the costs of research and development
are high, little or no effort is made to adapt product design anid production
techniques to low-volumIIe production. Nor is enough effort made to develop
indigenious research and developimienit capabilities. 'I'his pattern has important
inplications for the future growth and developmenit of the automotive indus-
try; product proliferationi associated wvith transplanited technology is not eco-
nomic for domestic productionl, and obsolete products and techniques caninot
compete in world markets.

118. A fourth major difficulty has been that once protection is built into a
nationlal economy, it is difficult to remove because of vested interests. The
windfall profits possible ulider systems of protection and import substitution
encourage the mushroom growth of small-scale, inefficienit plants until markets
become saturated. The higher the tariff wall, the more extensive the inefficient
growth-as the case of Chile has demonstrated.4 As domestic markets are satu-
rated and competition intenlsifies, survival becomes progressively precarious.

4There were 7,800 vehicles manufactured in Chile in 1964 by 22 firms. High tariffs
are indicated by relative prices-wvhich range between 3.5 and 4.0 times the c.if. cost.
Domestic content requirements (25 to 50 percent) are relatively high for this small
number of vehicles. Installed capacity (29,600) wvas estimated at more than three times
average annual outptit in 1964. See Leland L. Johnison, 'Prnblems of Import Substitution:
The Chilean Atitomobile Industry," Economic De'velopm ent and Cultural Change, Vol.
15, No. 2 (January 1967), pp. 202-216.
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Protection also dulls forces in the econonmy that could help develop more eco-

nomic industries T he high cost structures induced unider protection have

tended to price most industrial goods from developing counltries out of world

markets, thereby undermininig any effort to solve the basic problem of scale

through volume production for larger world markets. Protectionist interests

also hinder the development of regional markets (see para. 125).

POSSIBLE CHANGES IN MARKEI STRUCTURE

119. The fundamental obstacle to production efficiency is the diseconomy of

scale associate(d with production oriented to internal markets of limited sizc.

Adjustment models must seek to overcome the scale disadvantage either

through extendinig the size of the market or rationalizing productioni so as to

achieve larger productioni runs. The former may be achieved through regional-

ism or specialized productioni for world markets. The latter may be realized

by reducilng the number of models and plants serving domestic markets.

120. A second major considerationi in devising adjustmenit models is the

foreign exchange burden. Models to improve sector efficiency should assure

adequate growth at reasonable resource costs for foreign exchange savings.

This may be achieved by reducing domestic contenit for the more expensive part

of local procurement. In order to reduce domestic conitenit to a level where the

cost premium over US prices is within an acceptable range, it will be necessary

to develop export capability to help pay for increased imported content. In the

case of Brazil, average costs might be reduced 35 percentage points by replac-

ing the more expensive enginie and driveline parts (about 16 percent of vehicle

value) with volume productioll for global markets.6 This might be achieved

through international manufacture and interchange systems outlinied below.

121. Adjustmenit models should also include elements designed to narrow the

technological gap, or at least assure that the gap is not widened. 7 Here again,

5 Latin American scholars have indicated what might be termed an "alliance for
stagnation" in countries that foster an uneconomic degree of domestic industries to ad-
vance technology and economic proficiency. See Claudio Veliz, editor, Obstacles to

Change in Latin America (London: Oxford University Press, 1965).
6 As indicated in Table 4, lines Sb and 7 under columns 6 and 7: 11 + 24 = 35 per-

centage points for 4 + 12 percent content.
7 Discussions over the "technological gap" between the developing and developed

countries have intensified in the past two years. In Latin America, a technological

corollary to the Prebisch thesis has been emerging, arguing the need either to develop

indigenous research and development capabilities or suffer the consequences of subservi-

ence to "technological imperialism" from industrialized areas. (See Victor L. Urquidi,

"Latin American Development, Foreign Capital, and the Transmittal of Technology,"

El Trimestrc Econdmico (January-March 1962). See also Celso Fturtado, Dev'elopment

and Underdevelopment (University of Californiia Press, 1964), pp. 60-62, 106-109.
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corporations have an essential role in developing export capability in selected
items. Even more important, international corporationis can help build long-
term industrial design and engineering capability into their overseas affiliates.
Soome share of the components and parts line manufactured by a developing
country should adlhere to international stan(lards in design and specifications
in order to develop the firm's earninig capacity in the wvorld economy. It may
even prove expedient to develop dual product lines, one to fill domilestic needs
and the other to meet inter-niational standards. Export items also serve as a
benchmark of quality and efficiency for industrial goods produced for the
domestic market.

Rationalizaition of Production for Domiiestic jMlarkets

122. National programs aimed at the standardizationi and interchangeability
of components and parts can advance production efficiency through longer
production ruLs. In some cases, more econonic scales have been achieved
through the use of consolidated assembly facilities for various mo(dels and
makes or through the joint utilizationi of a parts manufacture plant to serve
a broader range of equipment manufacturers. In Argentina, for example, auto-
motive and aircraft equipmenit maniufacturers (Kaiser and Lockheed) invested
in joint ventures to maniufacture axles and( carburetors. Kaiser operated forg-
ing and( casting facilities that also supply other equipment manufacturers.
Some efforts have also been made to standardlize major components (gear-
boxes, crankshafts, and transmissions) amonig Mexican cquipment manufac-
turers (General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler), but Nvith limited results. A
rationalization programii is much easier to build into an industrialization pro-
gram from the outset than to implement after the industr-y is already estab-
lished with its diversified product line.

123. Certain adjustments in vehicle designs would improve their funictionial
utilit i uider the different environmental conditions that prevail in developing
countries.s 1The development by General MViotors of the Holden for the
Australian mar-ket is a case in point. 1here are, in fact, some revealing differ-

8 Adjustments are needed to accommodate road conditionis, climate, and the dearth of
maintenance facilities. For example, among the featuires that would enhance utility in
frontier areas are: higher groundl clearanice to avoid ruts in the road; added protection
for the gas tank; a heavy-duty air cleaner for drier or dustier climates; a gasoline filter
(o intake spout; at) oil panl shaped to maintain lubrication level at steeper inciinie (as on
a farm tractor); a larger radiator with greater heat-dissipating capacitv for hot cli-
mates; additioiial insulation for electrical systems against dampness and water; roll-
(lowsn green wire mesh to keep out the insects at the window opcniigs; adli a lock on
the hood and gas tank to prevent pilferage. (Data sheet provided by Richard Robinson
of M.I.T.)
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ences between American and Europeani vehicle and engine design, which have

obvious applications to the needs of consumers in developing economies.9
American vehicle manufacturers are generally geared to diversity of, and rapid
change in, product design (body sections redesigned annlually with a complete
change every three to five years and enginie redesign every seven years). AModel
changes among Europeani car-makers occur much less frequently. In the ex-

treme, a firm like Citroen comes out with a revolutionary car every twenty-

five years, with little or no change in between. Volkswageni also has remained
competitive by standardizinig and stabilizing design and tooling over an ex-

tended period. American consuLmers are more interested in power and ease of

driving and mainteniance than they are in initial costs and thermal efficiencies;
European cars are less costly to purchase and operate, and may be designed to

work for long periods of time (Volvo is a good example). Differences in
income and fuel taxes account in part for these basic differences in consumler
preferences. Smaller Europeani engines require more frequelnt overhaul and

replacemenit, particularly if overdriven, but service labor is cheaper in Europe.

124. A number of automotive manufacturers have designied truck bodies in
order to decrease tooling costs for lowv-volumne production. Substantial savings

are possible through body designs that avoid contourinig anid require much less
expensive equipmnenit. Modular (lesigni principles based upon interchanigeable
body panels and the use of standardized mill forms for additional body and
chassis elements also reduce productioni costs."° Berliet also simplified the front

end of truck bodies manufactured in Algeria in order to reduce tooling costs.

Tooling costs for small presses to bend sheet metal run1 about 5 to 10 percent
of the heavy die presses needed to contour sheet metal. British Motor Corpora-
tion uses fiber glass bodies for manufacturing passenger cars in Chile.

Regionalism and Barter Trade

125. Much hope had been placed upon the development of regional markets

as a means for improving production efficiency. The basic difficulty in imple-

menting the Latin American Free Trade Area (LAFTA) agreement is that
trading partners are anxious to sell but unwilling to buy. There are several
other obstacles to implementing the LAFTA agreement. To begin with,

national industries nurtured in a protectionist environiment are opposed to

D See "Cars: The Continental Divide," The Economist (July 9, 1966).
10 For example, Chrysler had designed the "LXV" for production in Turkey, Ford

produces the "Bronco" in Argentina, and Kaiser the "KXM" in Argentina for this
purpose. See Baranson, "Design for the Backwater," Machine Design (September 2,
1965), pp. 108-115. U.S. Steel has designed a series of vehicles based upon the use of
standard steel mill forms, ivhich reduces tooling and machining costs.
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a loxvering of internial tariffs. Furthermiiore, some counltries are further along
than others in national integrationi arid the proliferation of supplier industries.
Surface freight charges alone between counltries like Argentina and( Chile are
a barrier. Differences in industrial development amonig member countries have
been another major obstacle; for example, couLntries like Argentinia and Chile
are fearful of Brazilian competition based on its lower cost structure.

126. Under the LAF'I'A Agreement, signed in 1961, internial tariffs and
related restrictions were to be eliminiated on "substantially" all products by
1973. Two mechanisms wvere created for the progressive liberalization of trade
(knowni as ''nationial list" and "general list"' negotiatiolls). One mechanism
provides for the negotiation of bilateral concessions aimed at reducing average
national tariffs 8 percenit a year. These concessiorns are to be eventually ex-
tendedl to all LAFT'A members. Under the secondi mechanism, every three
years memiibers agree to grant tariff concessions on a list of products represent-
ing one fourth of intra-LAF'TA trade (luring the previous three-year period
(to be applied cuLm1ulatively after 1973).

127. TI'he twvo developments that have occurred which affect the automotive
fieldl are complemerntarity agreemenits and the movemenit toward subregionial-
ism. Under complementarity agreemenits, two counltries agree to exchange cer-
tain componlenits or specialize in given p-oduct categories. These plans are then
formalized in intergovernmllenital agreemenits, permittinig parts manutifactured
in one counftry to qualify as national content in another. A few such corn-
plementarity agreemenits have been negotiated since late 1965 between Argen-
tina, Chile, and Mexico. These bilateral arrangemiienits have been very limited
in nature and, in fact, have increased productioni costs (see below), contrary
to the basic intenitioni of the LAF'I'A agreement. In its bilateral trading with
Chile, Argentinia has agreed to allow a limitecl interchange of components
(up to 6 percent by Argentinie vehicle value and not more than 30 percent of
any one local item). TIhe difficulty has been that whereas Argentina is able
to export a few high-value items (such as enginies, transmiiissionis, and rear-
axle assemblies), Chile is only able to export a large number of low-value
items (such as air cleaners, wvire harnesses, hub caps, and various forgings
and castings). It has also been especially difficult to find items in Chile that
come near Argentinle quality and price.

128. Automotive manufacturers have been frustrated time and again in their
efforts to consolidate production facilities on a complemnentarity basis and
trade in componenits arid parts. There has been a permanenit consultative group
among Argentina, Brazil arid Chile since 1963, but so far there have been
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little or no results. For example Chile will not let Ford pick the most advani-

tageous industry, but would rather have Ford develop a metal-workinig industry

that Chile does not already have. Chile also objects to "resource-intensive"
production in glass windows, rbhher tires, or copper radiators. In 1966, Ford

Argentin1a was sending engitnes to Chile and tried to find items such as copper

radiators or certain castings that Chile can export advantageouisly in returnl.

Certain foundry items cost as much as $5.50 in Chile, as comparedi to $1.60 in

Argentina. With the high freight charges, a part supplied from Chile had to be

priced substantially below Argentinie costs to compete in the Argelntinic

market. Argentina, on its side, does not wvant to allow Ford to phase out

existing supply sources all at once, but r ather 20 percent at a time. T he result,

if implemenited, would be self-defeating, with two sources of supply and in-

creased production costs in both Argentinia and Chile.

129. Negotiations on lowerinig trade barriers betweeni Argentinia and Brazil

began in November 1967, but Argentinie manufacturers are fearful of the more

efficient Brazilian parts manufacturers. Cost disparities are probably attribut-

able to differences in the tariff and exchange structure, rather than to any

significant differences in technical capabilities or market opportunlities (para.

54). It is proposed to initiate interchanige at the 15 percent level and move

to 30 percent within five years (in place of the 6 percent limit imposed on

Argentine trade with Chile). Large firms in competitive positions have strong

incenitives to liberalize trade betweeni the two couLntries because of mounr1ting

investment costs.

130. In May 1967, a proposal wvas made to forn a subregionial Andeani group
consisting of Venezuela, Colombia, Chile, Peru, EIcuador, and Bolivia. Under

the proposed arrangements, there would be a (luty-free trade in the compo-

nents program. Venezuela has held up signing the proposed agreement. But the

fact is that the Andean market (about 100,000 vehicles) is half the size of

Argentine demand. The subregional market is preferable to six more national

industries, but integration into the larger LAFTA market would be even more

advantageous in terms of overall economic efficiency.

131. The LAFTA vehicle market may be expected to double by 1975, pro-

viding a market for about 1,125,000 vehicles. At the well-kniown and widely

accepted optimum of 240,000 units a year of a single basic vehicle type, this

would mean no more than five major manufactujring complexes throughout

the LAFTA region. But in fact average runs are somewhere around 10,000

and, as we have seen, costs are already well above import costs. The most that

can be said at present is that the econonmic rationalizationi of automotive pro-

duction will entail a reversal of the trenld toward further atomization of
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production facilities and proliferationi of models, makes, and vehicle compo-
nen ts.'

International Specialization

132. For newly industrializing econonmies, there are obvious advantages in
certain lin1es of specializationi. Relevanit considerations include the level of tech-
nical sophistication demandled in manufacturilg, the related manpower require-
ments, and whether significanit diseconomiiies of scale can be avoided. Such
specialization might include the productioni of trucks and buses, vhich are
characteristically low-volum11e items, or specialized productioni of less-sophisti-
cated parts that require disproportionate amounlts of hand labor, such as bus
assembly or the manuLfacture of low-voltume sand castings. Economies of scale
are more pronounfced in metal stampinig and the forging or machining of parts,
where mechanized or automiiated equipmenit can be used, than in assembly or
finishing operations requiring a minimumii of machine tools or equipment. Dis-
economies of small-scale productioni vary accordinlg to the industrial environi-
ment. Japan is a strikinig example of the ability to organize smaller-scale, labor-
intensive activities at competitive costs.1 2

133. Precedents for reorganizationi alonig this line are to be fouLnd in Canada
and Mexico. The US-Cana(liarn Automiiotive Agreement provided for the ex-
pansion of Canadiani car and componienit manufacture for the US market as a
preconditioni for US firmis continuinlg to sell assemble(d cars and trucks in

Canada und(ler a trade preference arrangemenit.1 " Jn Mexico an agreemenit was

"1 This theme of regionalism is expanded in Baranson, "Integrated Automobiles for
Latin America," Finance and Development (IBRI), December 1968), pp. 25-29.

12 See Baranson, Manufacturing Problems in India, pp. 66-69, anld K. Kawamata,
"The Automobile Industry and Current Problems," Keidanren Reviewv, Vol. 2, No. 7
(1967), pp. 29-37.

13 Under the US-Canadian Automotive Agreement, implemented in January 1965, the
Canadian trade deficit in automotive trade with the USA has been reduced from US
$578 million (1964) to $239 million (1967). Included here are passenger cars, trucks,
buses, chassis, and automotive parts and accessories.

Imports Exports Canadian
to from Trade

Canada Canada Balance
(US $ million)

1964 654.1 75.9 -578.2
1967 1,801.2 1,562.0 -239.2

Source: US Bureau of Census, Foreign Trade Series. In 1968 Canadian automotive
exports exceeded the $2 billion mark. The pro's and con's of the US-Canadian Agree-
ment are summarized in Paul Wonnacott, "Canadian Automotive Protection: Content
Provisions, the Bladen Plan, and Recent Tariff Changes," Canadian Journal of Eco-
nomics and Political Science, Vol. XXXI, No. 1 (February 1965), pp. 98-115.
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signed with Massey-Ferguson to manufacture tractors at 70 percent domestic

content and cover the 30 percent import deficit with re-exports to the inter-

national firm's other overseas plants. Another program has been initiated by

Chrysler to specialize by interchanginig engines between its Mexican affiliate

and North American plants.

134. If developing countries are to move into more specialized production for

world markets, industrialized counltries will need to lower their trade barriers

to permit two-way and( multilateral trade. The US-Canadian agreement pro-

vides a model for such arrangemenits. Trade access to the EEC and EFTA

areas would be especially appropriate for counitries like Spain and Yugoslavia.

Trade unionis in industrialized countries are bound to raise objections to the

location of productioni facilities abroad, uinless such arrangenments are viewed

in the larger context of wvorld growtlh and development. A narrower, short-

term view would focus erroneously uponi the loss of jobs to the industrialized

countries. Reallocation of the interniationial division of labor along the lines

indicated in this study will benefit greatly the developing countries. 14

135. Technical and commercial requirenments on export products are more

stringent thani those on production for domestic markets. The marketing of a

Brazilian Volkswagen is no small task, an(d the interniationial manlufacturer has

his trade name to protect. The systems of tariffs and subsidies upon which

manufacturing costs and sales prices are founlded in developinig countries are

precarious ground on which to base an interniationlal manufacturilng operation.

Most firms also have basic policies to keep products and componenits at inter-

national standards. In many cases, original equipmiienit manufacturers have

either had difficulties in getting their home counitry suppliers to locate abroad,

or else their overseas supplier is unwilling to keep up with new componenit re-

quirements for new vehicle models.

136. There is also the matter of reliability of the supplier source under an

interniational manufacturinig and marketing system. A hostile bureaucracy can

very easily shatter any chances for developing a manufacturing specialization

for an international market. In 1959, Volkswagen tried to market 300 pas-

14 For policy recommendations on accommodations to developing countries by indus-
trialized nations, see Harry G. Johnson, Economic Policies To-ward Less Developed
Countries (Frederick A. Praeger, 1964). Professor Johnson outlines proposals for enlarg-
ing export opportunities within the GATT framework (pp. 129-135), details means to

accord preferential entry of industrial products into the markets of indulstrialized coun-

tries (pp. 163-211), and recommends "maximum inducement to the less developed coun-

tries to modify their policies of currency overvaluation and import substitution to lvhich

they are addicted and to concentrate their efforts instead on econiomic development

through trade with the rest of the wvorld" (p. 245).
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senger cars in the United States from its Brazilian subsidiary in order to over-
come a temporary protluctiotn bottleneck In Germany and to earnl foreign
exchange to pay for parts imports into Brazil. 'I'he shipment was stopped by
the customs authorities, on the groundl(s that "'Brazilian plants were not estab-
lished for the conveniience of American markets. "5 Siniilar incidelnts have been
reported involving the levying of excise taxes and other procedural delays
designed to thwart efforts to earn foreign exchange through the export of parts.

137. Economies operating unlder an import substitutioni regime have typically
used a combinationi of tariff protection an(l exchange rate policies to subsidize
domestic industry at the expense, eventually, of the export sector (except for
those "'noni-traditionial" exports wvhich are also subsidized). The general pat-
tern has been to lag the exchange rate behind (lomestic price increases and to
apply the overvalue(d rate to inhibit ''noni-essenitial'' imports. Favored ind(ustries
are subsidize(i by export bonuses arid special exemptions from tariffs on im-
ported componenits and parts. Protection required to sustaini doniestic indus-
tries, couple(d with overvaluation, inhibits the expansioni of exports by increas-
ing the internial cost structure and thus the price of exports on world niarkets.
The industrial reorientationi proposed in this study calls for development of
export capability and replacemellt of high-cost manufacture in order to com-
pete in world markets. Once the opportunities for imiport substitutioni have
been exhausted arid doniiestic niarkets saturated, a revised exchange policy may
be needed before nioving on to the next growth plateau based Uponl larger ex-
ternal markets. At this stage, devaluation acconipaniied by tariff reductioln and
the relaxation of r estrictive controls will also help the badly needed price
mechaniismiis restore efficient resource utilization.l"

15 See Claude McMillan and Richard F. Gonzalez, International Enterprise in a
Developing Economny (Michigani State University, 1964), pp. 114-115. There was also
considerable concerti in Brazil aboit local reaction to the much lowver than domestic price
proposed for the export unlits.

1G Devaluation is only effective to the degree that one or more of the followving condi-
tions prevail :

i) The rising internal price trend does not wvipe oit improvements in relative prices
externally. Price rises may occur as a result of (a) the increased cost of imports,
(b) the increased cost of domestic gooids diverted to increased export demands
(cost increases depending in part uipon supply elasticities), and (c) increases in
wage demands in response to the rise in domestic prices.

ii) Productivity gains during the adjustment period exceed price riscs. These may
occur as a result of a shift from less efficient protected industries serving domestic
markets to more efficient export inidustries.

iii) Tariffs are adjusted downward in combination wvith devaluation in order to
minimize increases in domestic prices induced by higher import costs and at the
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POTENTIAL LINES OF SPECIALIZATION

138. Specialization by developing countries in the manufacture of compo-

nenits or particular product lines for export to world markets merit considera-

tion (a) where production runs are small by interniatiolnal standards (such as

in heavy trucks or specialized vehicles) ; (b) where there is a low bulk-to-

value ratio (as in axles and transmissions) so that transport charges may be

absorbed in the relatively high value of the traded part;1" (c) where there is a

disproportionately high requiremenit for labor (as in sand castings, bus body-

building, or in the manufacture of machine tools) ; (d) where a product or part

is being phased out by the foreign partner and there is a need to maintain

productioni of spare parts or a special type vehicle; or (e) where the interna-

tional firm has a production expansioni problem in the home country (labor or

capital shortages) matched by a productioni expansioni capability in the manu-

facturing affiliate country.

Export of Assembled Vehicles

139. Several firms have used overseas plants for regional sales. Chrysler

consolidated its manufacturing of right-wheel drives in Australia for sale

to the Commonwealth market. Daimler-Beniz exports buses from India to

South Vietnam, Laos and Malaysia."s On a sales contract for 250 buses to

Ceylon, the Indian affiliate of Daimler-Beniz was able to make a bid only five

percent above the German price (at the devalued rupee rate). This was the

combined result of transport cost advantages and a devalued rupee.'9 (India

same time to increase overall efficiency in the economy by veeding out marginal

industries.

iv) Fiscal and monetary management compensates for the inflationary and income

distribution effects of devaluation and, along with measures to maintain or in-

crease the new flowv of external resources, manages to maintain a satisfactory level

of foreign exchange reserves.

17 Certain items may be more advantageous to make locally than others. For example,

on automobile stampings, freight costs are quite high because it is not possible to "nest"

most stamped body parts, so they have to be crated separately.

18 These sales were conditioned by US AID procurement policies which require 90

percent American content. Special exemptions are granted to industrial goods manu-

factured in developing countries. Thus, Daimler-Benz can sell its Indian truck to

Vietnam, but not the one manufactured in Germany.

19 Prior to devaluation, the rupee wvas valued at Rs 4.75 to the dollar; after devalua-

tion, Rs 7.50 to the dollar. Rupee prices have risen about 20 percent since devaluation.

The net result is that a truck that sold for Rs 16,740 in the Indian market, or $3,600 at

the old rate now sells for about Rs 20,040 or $2,730 at the new rate.
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has long been competitive with the UK on bicycle tires sold to Burma or
Japan. )

140. Several Europeafn truck malnufactur-ers have considered transferrinig
certain assembly and maniufacturinig lines to Latin America, to make room
for newer models in home plants and at the same time provide an advan-
tageous marketing wedge in Latin America. Bolinder i\'Iunktell of Swveden in-
dicated a willingness to relocate certain agricultural equipment lines in de-
veloping counltries for sale in world markets. In Algeria, for example, w-here
quality and cost of metal work are favorable, bulky equipment requiring large
amounlts of hand-welding might be produced economically. Renault has de-
signed a completely ncw car for marnufactuire in Brazil and export within and
outside Latin America. It is adapted to the rougher roads and poorer servicing
facilities that characterize hinterlanid areas. Cuminills Enginie (US) has coIn-
cludedl that a light-wveight diesel enginie wvith fuel economy features and lowv-
initial cost designed for the small truck and bus market in Mexico might also
find wvider application in the stop-and-go delivery truck markets of North
America arid in a new line of passenger cars in the UK.

Exports of Comptonents and Parts

141. Automotive firms have procured a limited num-Hber of parts in developing
economiiies. In most cases, it has been a matter- of providing a manIufacturing
affiliate with foreigni exchange to help pay for needed imports. India furnishes
fuel injector nozzles and pum11p elemenits to a Germani manufacturer. Housilngs
for railroad car bearinlgs are supplied( by Egypt to the Fiat industrial complex
in Italy on a barter basis; and injectioni pumilps, spark plugs and( ilsulators are
procured in Brazil for assembly plants in In(lia and Germ-1aniy. Procurenmenit of
this kind has been prompted by supplv shortages or production bottleniecks or
by the advantage of phasing out the productioni of lowv-voltme items in the
home market. In many cases, the placemenit of foreigni procuremenit orders in
counltries such as In(lia and Brazil is a device for providing foreign exchange
for required imports (or an indirect device for remitting profits through special
pricing). For example, textiles and fibers have been purchased in India for the
manufacture of European automotive parts. Up until now, such trading has
been marginal. But the items cited indicate that some industrial goods can meet
international standards.

142. There are other examples of foreign procurement xvhich have been an
outgrowvth of barter arrangemiienits to overcome foreign exchanige (lifficulties.
Volvo signed an agreemenit in 1959 with the Norwegian Government to buLyt
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castings in Norway to pay for the import of 3,000 heavy trucks (about three

million US dollars worth). A Portuguese concessioniaire, on his own initiative,

persuaded Volvo to procure certain castings, which were price competitive and

of excellent quality. The concessioniaire used exchange earnings from these

exports to obtain additional import licenses for the purchase of Volvo cars

and trucks. There is also now a two-way interchanlge of products and parts

between Spain (Citroen) and Yugoslavia (TOMOS). Yugoslavia ships locks,

cables and window rollers to Spain in return for Spanish-made Citroens. The

Perkins affiliate in India imports bearings and pistons from Yugoslavia to avoid

hard currency expenditures in the UK. Scania Vabis has investigated the pos-

sibility of importing from Brazil wheel castings, instrumenits, and transmis-

sions for assembly in Swedish trucks. 'T'hey have also founld that bus bodies are

cheaper to manufacture in Brazil than in Swedeni, because of lower labor costs

on limited series. In Brazil, tooling dies for stamping truck body panels also

cost one-fourth of the Swedish procuremiienit price.

143. There are several other examples of efforts to develop manufactured

goods for export. The Indian affiliate of an American diesel manufacturer re-

quested permission to expand production of crankshafts for export. T'he small

scale of productionl necessary to meet local requirements (500 to 1,000) meant

a prohibitively high un1it cost; but with production at the 10,000 volume level,

to help meet the global demanid of the internationial manufacturer, costs would

be competitive. The Indian plant is now producinig at 70 percent domestic

content, and the export of crankshafts would pay for a considerable portion

of the remainiing 30 percent import content. Volkswvagen has explored the

idea of reconditioning used engines, for which there is a substalntial world

market, either in Spain or Mexico.

A NEW ROLE FOR INTERNATIONAL CORPORAT'IONS

144. Competition in world markets requires a combination of resources and

ability in manufacturing, marketing, research and engineering. Firms in newly

industrializing economies generally lack the resources and skills to develop

competitive products, efficient techniques, and the distribution and servicing

systems necessary to market products abroad. Typically, developing countries

encounter an overriding difficulty in gaining product acceptance in world

markets, even after they have attained certain technical standards and a com-

petitive price. This is in part a problem of psychological acceptance, and in part

a question of the scale and resources necessary to invest in a worldwide dis-

tribution system.
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145. Partnership wvith internationial firms is one obvious answer. 2 There are
several potential advantages. Interniationial firms are in a position to help
developing coun1tries redesign their componlents and vehicles for (lomestic and
regional markets and expand( their productioni capacities. Of even greater
potential benefit, they possess the full range of resources arid capacities to
enable the developinig country to enter world markets. Many interniational
firms are wvilling to incur the additional difficulties and costs of Using the
manufacturer in a developing counltry as the supplier for the global niarket,
provided they can thereby increase their world miiarket share and net earniings.

\'Tost firniis would prefer a prograni in this directioni to more iniport substitu-
tion. Several firms have given serious consideration to the (levelopmelit of
internationial mantufacturing and interclhanige svstemis based UpO1n natiolnal
specialization in coniporienits or product lines. There arc nuimerous possibilities:
(a) the nianufacture of specialized coniporiefits arid parts, (b) responsibility
for a particular vehicle line, (c) specialization in low-volunie replacemenit
parts for obsolete models, or (d) the recon(litioninlg of enginies and parts .21

146. The economic interests of the developing coun1try can best be served
by obtaininig the long-ternii conirnitrniefnt of their industrial partners. Inter-
national firms need to analyze product deniarlds in developing counltries and
decide wvhether or riot they wvarit to stay in the market. If the decision is made
to stay, most firms canriot affordl to spread their capital ar(i huniari resources
too thinly in too niariy sriiall arid differenit marketing-niariufacturinig environ-
iments. It may be necessary to concentrate on the miiore pronisirig markets and
regions. It will be necessary to plan for the recruiting and training of per-
sonniel for the overseas staffing of the chosen manufacturing affiliates. Too
often these operations are treated as stepchildren. Production engineering, pro-
curemenit, arid corporate finanicirig are aiiiorig the basic functionis that need to
be transplainte(l. Overseas operations require the development of newv fuLictions
such as the handling of knocked-down Lun1its for overseas assembly plants (see
para. 36). As the need to re-export from the overseas plant develops, the de-
marids beconie even riiore exacting. Long-term arrangements wvith internlatiolnal
firnis should probably make provision for the establishnient of a research and
development capability.

20 An expanded role for multi-nationial corporationis is also stressed in Kleu, South
African Automotisve Industry, pp. 497-98.

21 Replacement parts vas a $9 billion business in the Uniited States in 1964, with about
70 percent in the hands of independent manufacturers. 25 percent of this market wvas for
"remanufactured" parts. See "Auto Parts IndustrY Gaining Newv Mileage," A'e'w ork
Times, November 29, 1964.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

147. The findinigs that emerge from this study apply largely to coun1tries that

have gone through substantial periods of industrializationi unider a svstem of
protection and import substitutioni and are nowv seeking ways and means to
phase out manufacturinig activities that are uneconiomic by competitive stand-

ards in world markets. Coun1tries like New Zealand, Brazil and Argentina
have pushed the limits of econonmic import substitutioni. The findinigs and
recomimienidationis may also be applied to couLntries that are now embar-kilng
upon inIdustrializatioln programs and are interested in finding a more economic
approach to import substitutioll. Small market economiiies should think twice
before embarking upon even assembly operationis, let alone more ambitious

parts maniufacture in depth. Countries such as Switzerland and Denim1ark have
managed very well hitherto without extensive autolmiotive manufacturing sectors.

148. Japan's role in automotive sector developmnent. Field work on Japan's
potential role in assisting developing counatries to cnter world markets should(
prove advantageous. Japan nowv exports over 10 percent of its output and has
at least 50 vehicle manufactirinig and assembly affiliates in over 20 counltries.
The Japanese industry's success in adapting low-volumre techniques amolng
domestic suppliers in the home market and their reputationi for designinig low -
cost funictionial vehicles should also have impor-tanit application for (levelopinig
countries. This might include a study of manpower needs for adapting and
absorbing an industrial transplanit, based UpOnI the Japanese experience of tech-
nical assistance to supplier industries. Japan's decisionis to emphasize truck
productioll initially and hold back private consum1iptioni of passenger- cars and

public expenditures on roads, investing instea(l in rail transpol-t for heavy
passeniger loads, are also instructive.

149. A study might usefully be under-taken for a country like Brazil,2 2 where

the limits of import substitutioni have been reached in the autoInotive sector.
The recommendations contailned in this chapter might serve as a point of
departure. A major purpose of such a study wvould be to work out concrete
adjustmenit plans (lesigined to: (a) reduce production costs without increasilng

the foreign exchange burdenl and (b) upgrade Brazil's indigenious design and

22 The Brazilian Government was already considering proposals in 1967 to cut back
domestic content requirements in order to reduce production costs. But, assuming un-
changed consumption, this wvill mean increased foreign exchanige costs (as much as
US$50 million for a 10 percentage point decrease in domestic content oni 200,000 ve-
hicles) and the equivalent loss of national income and employment uniless compensatory
programs and market opportun1ities are worked out.
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engineering abilities and thereby decrease Brazil's technological dependence
upon foreign partners (see para. 121). Cost reduction and exchange targets
should be worked out in conjunction with firms. The aim would be to develop
a sector plan that would be both economically advantageous and commercially
viable, and that at the same time would provide income and employment in
the more efficient range of automotive production.

150. Further practical research might usefully be undertaken for countries
either embarking upon programs to establish an automotive sector or consider-
ing a substantial expansion of present activities. This study provides an analyt-
ical framework for establishing cost parameters of domestic production and
for devising programs to keep production within economic limits. Such studies
would be appropriate in countries such as Colombia, Korea, or Turkey, where
sector development or expansion programs are now being formulated. Recom-
mendations might be in part a set of enjoinders on how not to proceed in
developing the automotive industry. The approach to more efficient organiza-
tion of the industry can serve as a model for other equipment sectors.
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ANNEX TABLE 1: World Automotive Production by Country, 1965

Trucks &
Total Cars Buses

Developed Countries

United States 11,112,000 9,335,000 1,777,000

West Germany 3,05S,700 2,794,800 260,900

United Kingdom 2,134,900 1,691,100 443,800

Japan 1,870,500 696,800 1,173,700

France 1,581,600 1,364,000 217,600

Italy 1,158,200 1,090,600 67,600

Canada 849,000 708,000 141,000

Belgium* 443,600 418,400 25,200

Australia 352,900 304,800 48,100

Sweden 204,000 178,500 25,500

South Africa* 176,200 129,000 47,200

Netherlands* 75,100 62,200 12,900

New Zealand* 71,900 58,700 13,100

Ireland* 50,000 38,000 12,000

Denmark* 33,000 28,000 5,000

Other countries' 48,300 32,300 16,000

Subtotal 23,216,900 18,930,200 4,286,600

Developing Countries
Spain 212,500 142,300 70,200

Argentina 196,800 131,800 65,000

Brazil 180,800 101,500 79,300

Mexico 126,700 88,700 38,000

India 69,500 23,100 46,400

Venezuela* 53,500 37,700 15,800

Portugal 37,000 30,000 7,000

Malaysia 25,000 25,000

Iran 8,900 6,300 2,600

Other countriesb 84,500 38,400 46,100

Subtotal 995,200 624,800 370,400
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Annex Table 1, cont.

Trucks &
Total Cars Buses

Communist Countries
Soviet Union 616,000 196,000 420,000
East Germany 110,000 95,000 15,000
Czechoslovakia 99,700 77,700 22,000
Poland 60,600 26,400 34,200
Yugoslavia 45,500 35,900 9,600
Rumania 22,800 7,000 15,800
Hungary 7,100 - 7,100

Subtotal 961,700 438,000 523,700

Grand Total 25,173,800W 19,993,000 5,180,700

Vote: There are several discrepancies among production figures because of differences in
sources used. In some cases, figures represent projected estimates rather than actual pro-
duction.

8 Includes: Austria, Finland, Greece, Israel, Switzerland, and Rhodesia.
b Includes: Latin America-Peru, Colombia, Costa Rica.

Asia-Thailand, Pakistan, T aiwan, Burma, South Korea.
Middle East/Africa-United Arab Republic, Algeria, Morocco, Turkey,

Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Malagasy.
Totals include an undetermined number of unassembled vehicles exported and therefore

double counted-say 20 percent of the export estimate of 3.9 million vehicles. T he true grand
total of world production is thus estimated at 24,329,000 for 1965.

* Less than 50% domestic manufacture.
Sources: McGraw-Hill, World Automotive Market Survey, 1966, Automotive Manufacturers

Association, Inc., World Motor Vehicle Data, 1965, Chambre Syndicale des Constructeurs
d'Automobiles-Repertoire Mondial des Usines d'Assemblage de Vehicules Automobiles, Vols. I
& II, July 1966.
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ANNEX TABLE 2: Motor Vehicle Registration,, 1950-67

('000)

Registered Vehiclesa

As of January 1 1950 1955 1960 1965 1966 1967

Africa 1,115 1,700 2,424 3,171 3,217 3,325

Asia 703 2,008 3,453 8,675 10,368 12,131
Other America 1,723 2,829 4,087 6,651 7,388 8,126

Subtotal 3,541 6,537 9,964 18,497 20,973 23,582

USA 43,774 58,050 71,502 86,309 90,361 94,177
Canada 2,195 3,565 4,941 6,225 6,511 6,762

Western Europe 8,500 14,447 25,257 45,522 50,709 55,302

Oceania 1,617 2,567 3,326 4,472 4,711 4,900

Subtotal 50,086 78,629 105,026 142,528 152,292 161,141

Totalb 59,627 85,166 114,990 161,025 173,265 184,723

Average Annual Growth Rate, percent

1950-55 1955-60 1960-65 1965-66 1966-67 1950-67

Africa 8.8 7.4 5.5 1.5 3.4 6.6

Asia 23.0 11.5 20.0 19.5 17.0 18.2

Other America 10.4 7.6 10.2 11.1 10.0 9.6

Sub-group average 13.0 8.8 13.2 13.4 12.4 11.8

USA 5.8 4.3 3.8 4.7 4.2 4.6

Canada 10.2 6.8 4.7 4.6 3.9 6.8

Western Europe 11.2 11.8 12.5 11.4 9.1 11.6

Oceania 9.7 5.3 6.1 5.3 4.0 6.7

Sub-group average 7.0 6.0 6.3 6.9 5.8 6.4

Totalb 7.4 6.2 7.0 7.6 6.6 6.9

Includes cars, trucks and buses.
b Does not include USSR, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Poland, Hungary

and Rumania with total registrations of 6,537,400 at January 1, 1967. (Automobile Manu-

facturers Association, Inc., World Motor Vehicle Data 1966.)

Source: Calculated from data in McGraw-Hill, World Automotive Market Survey, 1966 and

1967.
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ANNEX TABLE 3: Vehicle Density per Inhabitant, 1965

Inhabitants
Country per Vehicle

United States 2.2
Canada 3:0
Australia 3.0
New Zealand 3.1
Sweden 4.0
France 4.6
United Kingdom 5.0
West Germany 5 .5
Belgium 6.1
Italy 8.4
Argentina 14.5
Japan 15.5
Venezuela 17.5
Spain 26.5
Portugal 28.0
Mexico 37.8
Brazil 41.1
Malaysia 50.5
Greece 58.0
Yugoslavia 77.3
India 479.3

Sources: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, January 1967;
Automobile Manufacturers Assoc., World Motor Vehicle Data, 1965; McGraw-Ffill, 1966
World Automotive Market Survey.
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ANNEX TABLE 4: World Automotive Production by Company Size, 1965

Average Volume
Number Total Percent of per Firm

Total Production Output of Output World (to nearest
(millions) Firms (millions) Production thousand)

3.1-5.7 2 8.8 36.5 4,400,000
0.5-1.6 9 7.7 32.0 856,000
0.2-0.4 14 3.6 14.9 257,000
Below 0.2 293 4.0 16.6 14,000

Totals and averages 318a 24.1 100.0 76,000

Passenger Cars
2.6-4.9 2 7.6 39.0 3,800,000
0.5-1.5 7 6.1 31.3 871,000
0.1-0.4 16 3.5 17.9 219,000
Below 0.1 176b 2.3 11.8 13,000

Subtotals and averages 201 19.5 100.0 97,000

Trucks and Buses
0.5-0.8 2 1.3 27.7 650,000

0.1-0.2 10 1.5 31.9 150,000
0.013-0.1 32 1.2 25.5 38,000
Below 13,000 206b 0.7 14.9 3,000

Subtotals and averages 250 4.7 100.0 19,000

ANote: Excluding USSR and Eastern Europe.
I Subtotals add to more than total because some firms produce both cars and trucks.
b Estimated from source material available.
Source: Calculated from data in McGraw-Hill, 1966 World automotive AMarket Survey.
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ANNEX TABLE 5: World Automotive Production by Country and
Leading Firms, 1965

11 Type Vehicles

USA Japan UK Germany France

(1) General Motors (10) Toyota (6) BMC (4) Volksw n (9) Renault
5,706,000 477,700 854,300 1,510,00 542,000

(2) Ford Motors (14) Nissan (8) Ford (
7
) pel (11) Citro8n

3,113,000 345,900 589,800 631 ,100 465,000
(3) Chrysler Corp. (18) Toyo Koggo (16) Vauxhall (15) Ford (17) Peugeot

1, 611,000 273,500 333,200 334,500 293,000
(13) American Motors (21) Rootes (19) Daimler-Benz (20) Simca

346,000 212,600 236,900 230,000

Canada Italy Australia Belgium

(12) General Motors (5) Fiat (23) General Motors (24) Ford
419,000 988,000 165.200 161,730

(22) Ford
211,000

(25) Chrysler
153,000

Cars

USA Japan UK Germany France Italy

(I) General Motors (15) Toyota (6) BMC (4) Volkswagen (9) Renault (5) Fiat
4,949,000 236,900 671,400 1,415,300 470,000 947,000

(2) Ford Motors (20) Nissan (8) Ford (7) Opel (10) Citro8n
2,566 000 170,200 504,500 615,600 380,000

(3) Chrysler Corp. (17) Vauxhall (13) Ford (14) Peugeot
1,468,000 220,800 307,700 270,000

(12) American Motors (18) Rootes (19) Daimler-Benz (16) Simca
346,000 174,400 174,000 230,000

(25) Standard-
Triumph
120,000

Canada Australia Sweden

(11) General Motors (22) General Motors (24) Volvo
351,000 142,600 130,000

(21) Ford
168,000

(23) Chrysler
136,000

Trucks
USA Japan UK Germany Brazil

(1) General Motors (3) Toyota (5) BMC (13) Volkswagen (32) Willys
757,000 240,900 183,200 94,700 23,000

(2) Ford Motors (4) Toyo Koggo (10) Bedford (19) Daimler-Benz
547,000 192,200 (Vauxhall) 62,900

(7) International (6) Nissan 112,400 (28) Ford Spain
171,000 175,700 (14) Ford 26,800

(8) Chrysler Corp. (9) Diahatsu 85,300 (40) 0pel (35) Citro8n
143,000 137,500 (26) Rootes 15,500 20,500

(12) Kaiser (11) Mitsubishi 38,200 (42) Rheinstahl-
106,000 110,500 (29) Leyland Hanomag

(31) White (18) Isuzu 25,000 15,000 Argentina
25,000 57,700 (44) Magirus

(36) Mack (20) Fugi 13,000 (37) IKA
20,000 54,600 18,600

(21) Honda France Canada
46,700

Italy (22) Prince (15) Citroen (17) General Motors India
44,600 85,000 68,000

(24) Fiat (25) Suzuki (16) Renault (23) Ford (39) Tata Mercedes
41,000 40,000 72,000 43,000 17,000

(27) Aichi (33) Peugeot (38) Chrysler
33,400 23,000 17,000

(31) Hino (41) Berliet
Australia 24,800 15,500

(34) General Motors
22,600

Sweden

(43) Volvo
15,000

Note: World ranking in grotip in arentheses.
Source: Compiled from data in cGraw-Hill, 1966 IVorld Automotive Marke Survey.
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ANNEX TABLE 6: Automotive Assembly Lines in Operation throughout
the World, July 1966

Number of Countries

Number of Assembly in which Assembly
Country Lines in Operation Lines Are Established

United Statesa 122 26
Great Britain 64 27
France 62 26
West Germany 55 22
Japan 49 22
Italy 25 22

Sweden 10 8

Total 387 55

Includes British, German and Australian affiliates.
Source: Chambre Syndicale des Constructeurs d'Automobiles, Repertoire Mondial des

Usines dAissemblage de Vehicules Automobiles, Vols. 1 & 11, July 1966.
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ANNEX TABLE 7: Growth in Automotive Production by Major Producing
Countries, 1955-65

Annual

Production Average Rate
of Growth

1955 1965a (percent)

Developed Countries (except USSR and Eastern Europe)

Japan 68,932 1,875,614 39.0
Italy 268,766 1,175,548 16.0
Sweden 50,299 205,717 15.2
Netherlands 19,339 36,061 13.7
New Zealand"' 43,674 71,812 13.2
West Germany 908,702 3,055,700 12.9
France 725,083 1,616,153 8.3
Canada 452,114 855,476 6.7
Australia 218,004 407,596 6.7
United Kingdom 1,237,068 2,177,261 6.1
USA 9,204,049 11,137,830 1.9

USSR and Eastern Europe

Yugoslavia 15,921C 45,452 19.5
Czechoslovakia 24,183 90,713 14.3
Poland 17,000 60,550 13.7
East Germany 36,438 110,000 11.9
USSR 445,268 616,000 3 5 d

Developing Countries

Argentina 32,8300 194,536 35.0
Spain 30,436c 228,935 29.0
Brazil 30,700c 185,645 25.0
Mexico 32,275 96,654 11.7
India 30,854 69,500 8.7

f 1965 production figures differ slightly from those quoted in Table 1 from the McGraw-Hill
source; the 1965 production figures here are taken from the AMA source in order to maintain
the integrity of the comparisons in this table.

b For period 1960/61 to 1965/66.
1957.

d During an earlier period (1946-55), the rate of growth was 17.9%.
e 1959.
Source: Compiled and calculated from data in Automobile Manufacture Association,

World Motor Vehicle Data, 1965.
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ANNEX TABLE 8: Manufacturing and Assembly in Developing Countries,
by Number of Firms and Domestic Content, 1965

Number Trucks
of Domestic and

Firms Content Totalb Cars Buses

Latin lmerica

Argentina 12 72-90 196,800 131,800 65,000
Brazil 11 95-100 180,800 101,500 79,300
Mexico 12 60 126,700 88,700 38,000
Venezuela 16 5-14 53,500 37,700 15,800
Peru 7 30 3,000 1,700 1,300
Colombia 5 25-40 2,800 300 2,500
Costa Rica 11 a 1,300 900 400
Uruguay 16 0-10 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Subtotal 90 - 564,900 362,600 202,300

ifsia

India 8 61-80 69,500 23,100 46,400
Malaysia 2 8-17 25,000 25,000 -

Thailand 7 8 15,900 6,900 9,000
Pakistan 4 a 9,800 1,800 8,000
Taiwan 3 a 3,900 2,400 1,500
Burma 2 a 1,800 1,200 600

South Koreac I a 1,SOO - 1500

Indonesia 4 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Subtotal 31 - 127,400 60,400 67,000

Europe

Spain 21 90-100 212,500 142,300 70,200
Portugal 23 25 37,000 30,000 7,000

Subtotal 44 - 249,500 172,300 77,200
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Annex Table 8, cont.

Number Trucks
of Domestic and

Firms Content Totalb Cars Buses

Middle East/lfrica

United Arab Republic 2 30-45 12,200 8,500 3,700
Algeria 2 25 9,600 6,200 3,400
Iran 6 65 8,900 6,300 2,600
Morocco 5 30-50 7,500 6,200 1,300
Turkey 8 a 5,300 - 5,300
Nigeria 10 n.a. 5,000 - 5,000
Ivory Coast 1 2,200 1,100 1,100
Malagasy 2 a 1,700 1,200 500

Subtotal 36 - 52,400 29,500 22,900

Grand Total 201 994,200 624,800 369,400

Assembly only.
b Some of the "production" figures for the smaller countries including Malaysia actually

represent planned capacity and should not be taken literally.
I Military vehicles only.
Sources: Chambre Syndicale des Constructeurs d'Automobiles, Repertoire Mondial des

Usines d'Assemblage de Vehicules Automobiles, Vols. I & 11, July 1966; McGraw-Hill, 1966
World Automotive Market Survey; Automobile Manufacturers Association, World Motor
Vehicle Data, 1965.
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ANNEX TABLE 9: Estimated Production Cost by Domestic Content and
Production Volume, Passenger Car, India, 1966

Volume of Percentage Index of Cost

Production Domestic Cost per Unit (carf.o.b.

per annum Content (rupees) Europe = 100)a

3,000 28 7,778 152

47 9,061 177
60 10,444 204
97 15,367 300

5,000 28 7,524 147
47 8,477 166
60 9,403 184
97 12,750 249

5,700b 85 11,320 220

8,000 28 7,381 144
47 8,149 159

60 8,817 172

97 11,278 220

10,000 28 7,333 143

47 8,039 157
60 8,622 168
97 10,788 211

12,000 28 7,301 143
47 7,966 156
60 8,492 166

97 10,460 204

aThe European ex-factory cost, pre-devaluation, 1966 was Rs. 5,118.
b Actual production April, 1966.
Source: Computed from data furnished by Indian manufacturer.
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ANNEX TABLE 10: Home Market versus Overseas Pricing, 1966,

Overseas Marktts
Home Country UK USA France Germany Italy Japan Switzerland Sweden Netherlands USSR

United Kingdom
BMC (MGB) $ 2,436 106% 134% 127% 127% 188% 115% - - -
BMC (Mini) 1,442 102 124 95 95 172 93 -
Ford Anglia 1,557 86 96 - 100 - 96 - - -
Ford Cortina 1,814 81 97 - 126 - 99 - -

Vauxhall Viva 1,621 - 99 86 106 172 98 - -
Vauxhall Cresta 2,965 - 129 103 126 224 104 -
Rootes Hiliman (Imp) 1,509 99 108 94 110 178 97 -
Jaguar E-type Roadster 5,412 80 142 127 142 228 114 -
Aston Martin DB6 Manual 13,994 112 - 121 130 212 - - - -

United States
Ford Mustang 222% $2,876 215% - 198% 319% 172% - - -

France
CitroYn DS21 153% 107% $3,480 95% 120% 223% 117% - - -
Renault 10 122% - 1,599 94% 100% 199% 108% - - -

Germany
VW 1300 141% 123% 110% $ 1,288 116% 210% 122% - - -
Mercedes 200D 203% 144% 134% 2,878 144% 250% 135% - - -
Mercedes 600 177% 156% 141% 14,137 135% 235% 122% - - -
Opel Kadett 2-D - 124% 118% 1,338 117% - 122% - - -
Taunus 12M (Ford) 162% - 117% 1.422 112% - 125% - - -

Italy
Fiat 500 138% - 126% 101% $ 829 241% 109% - - -
Fiat 1500 118% - 99% 82% 2,134 184% 102%
Alfa Romeo (GSGT) 145% 115% 128% 109% 3.668 174% 107% - - -

Sweden
Volvo 122S 91% 76% 98% 77% 82% 119% 81% 83,506 - -
Saab Sedan 83% 82% 91% 69% 85% 130% 81% 2,453 - -

Netherlands
Daf 112% - 94% 78% 93% - 93% - S1,495 -

Japan
Toyota Corona 140% 120% - - - $1,552 - - -

Soviet Union
Moskvitch (408 Saloon) 37% - 33% - - 47% 36% - _ S4,991

Home markets retail price (including duties and taxes) in US dollars; all others Note: Dash (-) indicates model not sold or price data not available.
as a percent of home market price. Source: The Economist, July 9, 1966, p. xxx.



ANNEX TABLE 11: Comparative Production Costs, US/India,
Manufacture of a Diesel Engine, 1964

United United

States Kingdom India

Engines per yeara 14,000 3,000 1,200

Dollar Costsc

Labor 212 206 120
Materials 1,359 2,048 4,533
Overheadb 529 732 1,379

Total costs $2,100 $2,986 $6,032

Capital/output ratio 0.61 0.79 3.02
Overhead/labor ratio 2.47 3.55 11.25

Percentages

Labor 10.1 6.9 2.0
Materials 64.7 68.6 75.1
Overhead 25.2 24.5 22.9

Total costs 100.0 100.0 100.0

'l'his is for this engine series only-actually the scale difference factor based on value
added was about 3.7 percent (see p. 95 in source cited below).

b Includes all other variable manufacturing costs and capital charges.
c Converted at Rs. 4.75 = $1.00.
Source: Jack Baranson, Manufacturing Problems in India (Syracuse University Press,

1967), p. 88.
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ANNEX TABLE 12: Argentina, Vehicle Production and Authorizations by
Firms, 1965

Number Authorized Actual Percent Production/
Firm of Models Production Production Distribution Authorization

Industrias Kaiser 17 67,179 56,625 29.1 84.3
Ford Motor 6 31,475 30,424 15.6 96.7
Fiat Concord 5 28,985 28,868 14.8 99.6
General Motors 5 27,740 25,212 13.0 90.9
Chrysler 10 18,270 16,163 8.3 88.5
Siam Di Tellab 4 13,744 13,120 6.7 95.5
S.A.F.R.A.R. 2 8,490 6,647 3.4 78.3
Industria Automotriz Santa Fe 4 6,273 5,494 2.8 87.6
Citroen 3 8,279 4,687 2.4 56.6
D..N.F.1.A. 2 3,465 3,136 1.6 90.5
Mercedes-Benz 10 4,800 3,075 1.6 64.1
Insard - 4,167 536 0.3 12.9
Metalmecanica - 3,500- 478 0.2 13.7

Total 68 226,367 194,465 100.0 85.9

Includes 1,000 units of Simca Ariane.
b Merged with Industrias Kaiser Argentina in late 1965.
Source: Asociaci6n de Fabricantes Argentinas (ADEFA), Production.

ANNEX TABLE 13: Argentina, Plant Capacity and Utilization, Five
Leading Firms, 1965

Annual Output Percent

Firm (Cars & Trucks) Capacity Utilization

Kaiser 56,600 one shift -27,600
two shifts - 5 5 ,2 0 0 b -
three shifts-92,800 61.0

Ford 30,400 one shift -40,300 75.4

Mercedes 3,100 one shift -4,800 64.6
two shifts -7,200 43.1

Fiata 28,900 one shift -19,200
two shifts -38,400 75.3
three shifts-57,600 50.2

Chrysler 16,200 one shift -19,000 85.3

Averages 27,040 one shift (5 firms)-22,180 121.9
29,500 two shifts (3 firms)-33,600 87.9

^ Some interchangeability among plant facilities for manufacturing vehicles, tractors and
diesel motors.

b Author's estimate.
Source: Company reports.
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ANNEX TABLE 14: Argentina, Value Added, Fixed Assets, and Employment, 1963-64

Ford Kaiser Mercedes-Benz Chrysler Fiat Concord

Category Nleasured 1963 1964 1963 1964 1963 1964 1963 1964 1963 1964

Vehicle output (units) 9,333 25,264 20,274 50,042 1,648 2,222 8,291 12,776 18,229 24,093
Fixed assets after depreciation

(million pesos) 6,181 5,795 3,351 3,718 1,823 2,052 2,595 2,890 2,814. 3,993
Value added (million pesos

constant prices) 877 2,296 4,580 6,409 543 753 1,588 1,577 3,101 3,045
Employment (number employed) 3,018 3,371 7,541 9,526 732 993 2,009 2,298 1,271 1,471

SD Employees per million pesos value added
(line 4 l line 

3
) 3.411 1.468 1.647 1.482 1.347 1.319 1.264 1.457 0.410 0.483

Employees per unit output
(line4 l line 1) 0.323 0.133 0.372 0.190 0.444 0.447 0.242 0.180 0.070 0.061

Value added in million pesos per unit
output (line 

3
.line 1) 0.094 0.091 0.226 0.128 0.300 0.339 0.192 0.123 0.170 0.126

Fixed assets per value added
(line 2 - linc 3) 5.434 2.762 0.732 0.580 3.357 2.725 1.633 1.833 0.907 1.311

Fixed asseLs in million pesos per unit
output (line 2 line 1) 0.511 0.251 0.165 0.074 1.106 0.923 0.313 0.226 0.154 0.166

-Estimate by author.
Sorc,s: Special reports furnished to World Bank mission, December 1965; Annual Company Reports.



ANNEX TABLE 15: Argentina, Price Comparisons, Automotive Parts,
September 1965

USA Argentina

Freight,
etc.

USA to Price Argentine/
Purchase Buenos c.i.f. Procurement Cost USA Price

Price Aires Argentina Comparison
Part (US$) (US$) (US$) (M$N) ( US$) (US= 100.0)

Engine assembly 6 cyl. 330.20 86.63 419.83 143,222 588.65 167.6
Transmission assembly 57.35 30.40 87.75 17,823 99.57 173.6
Rearaxle 57.08 30.25 87.33 27,050 151.11 264.7
Starter assembly 13.79 3.59 17.38 6,684 37.34 270.8
Generator (12 volt) 14.12 3.67 17.79 5,641 31.51 223.2
Tire (15') 9.86 5.23 15.09 4,369 24.41 247.6
Wheel (15') 2.40 1.27 3.67 1,050 5.87 244.6
Piston 1.43 .37 1.80 714 3.99 279.0
Radiator 11.43 6.06 17.49 6, 850 38.27 334.8
Cylinder block 38.05 9.89 47.94 17,317 96.74 254.2
Crankshaft 12.07 3.14 15.21 9,582 53.53 443.5
Camshaft 3.52 .92 4.44 1,545 8.63 245.2
Steering wheel 2.52 1.34 3.86 1,420 7.93 314.7
Distributor 7.61 1.98 9.59 2,400 13.41 176.2
Battery 7.75 4.11 11.86 4,215 23.55 303.9
Clutch 9.01 4.78 13.79 4,057 22.66 251.5
Fuelpump 4.08 2.16 6.24 937 5.23 128.2

Total $585.27 $1,182.40 202.2

Notl: For Rambler Custom 660.
Source: Special report furnished to World Bank mission, December, 1965.
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ANNEX TABLE 16: US/Argentina Vehicle Production Volume and
Average Unit Costs, 1965

Total Cost to
Output Unit Price Economy
(units) (US$) (US$ millions)

Argentinaa

Total 195,000 4 , 7 7 3 b 930.8
Passenger cars 135,000 4,642 626.7
Trucks and buses 60,000 5,068 304.1

United States

Total 11,114,000 1,934 21,500
Passenger cars 9,329,000 1,919 17,900
Trucks and buses 1,785,000 2,017 3,600

Argentina/United States Ratios (US = 1.0)

Total .018 2.5 .043
Passenger cars .014 2.4 .035
Trucks and buses .034 2.5 .084

,US dollar figures are based upon the 1965 pesos value deflated to 1960 pesos and con-
verted at the 1960 official exchange rate of 82.7 pesos to the dollar.

b Converting 1965 pesos at the 1965 rate, the average price per vehicle is $4,080.
Source: Automobile Manufacturers Association (USA), .zutomobile Facts and Figures, 1965;

ADEFA; CONADE.
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ANNEX TABLE 17: Price Comparisons, USA/Argentina, 1965
(US dollars)

USA Argentine Argentine
Domestic Domestic Ratio Export Ratio

Price Price Argentina/US Price' Argentina/US
8 $ (US= 100) S (US=100)

Kaiser Jeep (JA-2PB)
Advertised delivery price 1,728 3,188 184 3,188 184
Tax deletion (119) (656) - (1,042) -

Tax-free price 1,609 2,532 157 2,146 133
Freight etc. USA-Argentina 450 - - - -

Total 2,059 2,532 123 2,146 104

Kaiser Rambler Classic (Custom 660)
Advertised delivery price 2,256 6,423 285 6,423 285
Tax deletion (174) (1,599) - (2,334) -

Tax-free price 2,082 4,825 232 4,089 196
Freight etc. USA-Argentina 550 - - - -

Total 2,632 4,825 183 4,089 155

Conversion rate 179 pesos = US$1.00.
Source: Company reports.

ANNEX TABLE 18: Argentina, Corporate Earnings of Four Vehicle
Manufacturers, 1964

Net Profit as
Net Profit as Percent of

Net Profits Shareholders' Percent of Shareholders'
Firm (Losses)' Sales Equity' Sales Equity

(million pesos)

Kaiserb 1,203 26,766 5,427 4.5 22.1
Ford 1,031 16, 779 3, 756 6.1 27.4
Mercedes-Benz (95) 3,766 n.a. -2.5 n.a.
Fiat Concord 1,010 7,355 5,501 13.7 18.4

n.a. = not available.
- After all taxes and interest charges.
b Kaiser averages for fiscal years ending June 1964 and June 1965.
c Includes capital stock, earned surplus, and surplus reserves.
Source: Annual company reports.
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ANNEX TABLE 19: Argentina, Import Content Analysis, Automotive
Industry,, 1960

(pesos per million pesos of output of the industry)

Indirect
Direct Import Import Inputs

Input Industr) Inputs Co-efficient (col. 1 Xcol. 2)

Fuel and electric 8,367 .168 1,411
Textiles 5,814 .026 153
Paper and cardboard 4,431 .068 306
Printing and publishing 887 .143 128
Chemical products 24,655 .125 3,104
Rubber 48,179 .210 10,142
Leather 546 .003 2
Stone, glass, and ceramics 1,793 .045 81
Metal working 153,607 .212 32,745
Vehicles and machinery (including

autos & tractors) 25,488 .160 4,098
Machinery and electrical apparatus 40,043 .134 5,403
Commerce 106,610 - -
Transport 21,320 .001 25
Services 15,077 .001 19

Subtotal: national inputs 456,817 .126 57,617
Imported inputs 147,151 1.000 147,151
Value added at market prices 396,032 O.1OO1 39,603

Total 1,000,000 244,370

* Includes tractors.
b Estimate of foreign remittances for licensing fees, interest on debt, and profits (10 percent

of ex-factory price).
Source: Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo (CONADE), Matrix of Co-efficients of National

and Imported Inputs, 1960.
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ANNEX TABLE 20: Yugoslav Exports of Vehicles and Parts, 1965

Total Total
Import Export Export as

Value (US$ Value (US$ Percent of
millions)" millions)' Import

Ambulances 0.1 0.4 461

Trucks (1-3 tons) 0.4 1.2 305

Interurban and tourist buses 0.3 0.8 245

Crane vehicles 0.6 0.7 117

Cars up to 1110 Cm3 4.3 4.2 98

City traffic buses 0.5 0.4 77

Trucks (3-5 tons) 1.6 1.1 69

Motorcycle vehicles and parts 1 .5 1 .0 63

Truck and bus engines and engine parts 4.8 3.0 62
Motor vehicle partsb 7.2 3.5 49

Other special motor vehicles 0.8 0.3 35

Trucks in assembly parts 3.8 1.1 29

Heavy trucks (over 5 tons) 7.2 1.4 20

Car engines and engine parts 1.4 0.1 9

Cars, 1110 Cm3-2S00 Cm3 9.5 0.7 8

Chassis with engines and bodiesc 0.9 0.1 6

Total 44.9 20.0 45

* Converted from dinar values at 1965 dinar rate of 300 to the US dollar.
b Gear boxes, differential and other transmission parts, wheels and axles, road tractor as-

sembly parts and other motor vehicle parts.
I Including buses, trucks, and other motor vehicles.

Source: B.P.M.V. (Automotive Constructors Bureau), The Yugoslav Industry, 1965.
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ANNEX TABLE 21: New Zealand, Passenger Vehicle Assembly by Firm
and Model, 1966

Percentage
Company Product Units Distribution

Ford Motor Company of Anglia 2,118 3.3
New Zealand Ltd. Cortina 4,898 7.7

Zephyr/Zodiac 3,103 4.9
Falcon 2,128 3.3
Other 90 0.2

Total 12,337 19.4

General Motors New Zealand Ltd. Vauxhall 6,470 10.2
Holden 8,651 13.6
Chevrolet 394 0.6
Pontiac 201 0.3
Other 36 0.1

Total 15,752 24.8

Todd Motors L.td. Hillman/Hunter 5,742 9.0
Chrysler 3,033 4.8
Singer 573 0.9
Renault 325 0.S
Other 53 0.1

Total 9,726 15.3

The Dominion Motors Ltd. Morris/Nuffield 8,716 13.7
Wolseley 905 1.4

Total 9,621 IS.1

Austin Distributors Ltd. Austin Mini 1,648 2.6
Austin 1100 2,289 3.6
Austin 1800 1,667 2.6
Other 228 0.4

Total 5,832 9.2
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dnnex Table 21, cont.

Percentage
Company Product Units Distribution

Motor Industries (International) Volkswagen 2,491 3.9

Ltd. Fiat 1,318 2.1
Skoda 416 0.6
Simca 374 0.6

Total 4,599 7.2

Leyland Standard Triumph Triumph 2,331 3.7

Steel Bros. (Addington) Toyota 23
Prince 614 1.0

Total 637 1.0

Campbell Industries Ltd. Peugeot 380 0.6
Hino 266 0.4
Rambler 332 0.5
Isusu 8 -
Datsun 349 0.6

Total 1,335 2.1

Other companies 1,397 2.2

Total (all companies) 47 63,567 100.0

Source: Report by New Zealand vehicle manufacturer.
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ANNEX TABLE 22: Personal-Income/Car-Price Ratios in Selected
Countries, 1966

Average Annual
Income of Retail Purchase Price (including all taxes)

New Hourly Rate of Highest Sales Voluime Passenger Car
Passenger Car Employee in
Registrations Auto Industry Percent

Country ('000) (US$) Cars Price (US$) of Income

Argentina 129.7 2,173 Fiat-1500 5,067 233
Australia 303.8 3,097 Holden 2,427 78
Brazil 157.2 1,838 Volkswagen 2,530 138
France 1,216.0 2,630 Citroen-Ami 6 1, 478 56
Germany 1, 506. 7 2,980 Volkswagen 1, 288 43
Italy 1,014.9 2,542 Fiat-SOOD 766 30
Japan 740.9 2,189 Toyota Corona 1,567 72
Mexico 83.4 3, 025 Volkswagen 1,904 63
Sweden 208.0 4,842 Volvo 3,105 64
United Kingdom 1,053.2 3,240 Ford-Cortina 1,845 57
United States 8,980.0 8,218 Chevrolet Impala 3,054 37
Venezuela 19. 5 3, 995 Volkswagen 2, 362 59

Source: Table furnished by US manufacturer.
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